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First Biography On Stowe In 53 Years.
Hedrick Publishes Book On Harriet Beecher Stowe
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
Nezvs Writer
Recently, Professor Joan
Hedrick, Director of the
women's studies department
and a member of the history
department, published the first
biography of Harriet Beecher
Stowe in fifty-three years. The
book is titled, Harriet Beecher
Stowe: A Life (Oxford. Press,
1994). In 1852, during the apex
of the slavery controversy in
America, Harriet Beecher Stowe
published Uncle Tom's Cabin.
The novel portrayed the darker
side of slavery and allowed the
reader to become emotionally
involved with its main charac-
ters.
Through its depiction,
S towe's novel refuted the South-
erners claims that many slave
owners treated their slaves well.
Throughout the novel the reader
becomes aware of the evils of
slavery and the miserable situa-
tion of slavery, even with be-
nevolent owners.
Stowe's novel became an
instant success, winning her
fame throughout the world.
Critics were confused however,
as to what inspired her to write
the novel.
Stowe was the daughter of
Lyman Beecher, an evangelical
preacher and an abolitionist.
Her family had a long history of
abolitionist involvement. Crit-
ics endeavored to find a reason
for Stowe's emotional attach-
ment to the issue, which en-
abled her to write such an intui-
tive, griping novel.
Professor Hedrick's biog-
raphy of Stowe addresses this
question. Ananalysisof Stowe's
life shows that she was deeply
involved with the slavery issue.
In Cincinnati, Stowe had opened
a Sunday school for African
American children. On one oc-
casion Stowe had helped a
woman and her child evade a
slave hunter.
It was out of this anguish
that Hedrick believes Stowe
came to understand the pain
which slave women experienced
when their children were sold
toanotherplantation. Professor
Hedrick also points to the feel-
ings of helplessness which
women in this time period ex-
perienced.
Women were a disenfran-
chised class, without control
over their own property, fi-
nances or children. It is in this
way that Harriet Beecher Stowe
was able to empathize with the
plight of the slave. Also, while
living in Cincinnati, Stowe's
eighteen month old son died of
cholera.
Critics also question why
Stowe's popularity greatly de-
clined at the end of the nine-
teenth century, Professor
Hedrick found that one reason
was the professionalization of
please turn to page 6
Professor Hedrick recently wrote a book on Harriet Beecher Stowe. KATHERIME MITCHELL
Rowdy Students Disturb Concert
BY MATTHEW PRINCE
Managing Editor
Last Friday's Winter
Weekend concert, featuring
The Connells and God Street
Wine, was stopped half anhour
early when guitar player and
vocalist George Huntley be-
came sick of the fights that weTe
breaking out in the crowd of
dancers in front of:the stage.
Before the eventual end of
the concert, the band warned
the audience that the Hartford
police were going to have to
stop the show if fights contin-
ued in the "mosh pit" that had
developed.
"It's really strange that
people would be dancing like
that," said one of the members
of God Street Wine. "They're
not exactly a band that you'd
think people would mosVi to."
But it wasn't the hard-core
but rather the many fights that
were breaking out. He pleaded
with the audience early in the
concert to dance however they
wanted just "please don't
fight." Eventually though
Huntley became fed up and
gave a signal to lead singer
MacMillan to end the show.
"I can't play when people
are fighting," Huntley said
backstage after the show, "it
just ruins it for me. 1 don't
, write my songs for people to
fight, r write them for people to
enjoy. It's just too bad,"
Other members of the
please turn to page 6
Pilapil Elected '97 Class President
BY AMY MCGILL
News Editor
Elections for class represen-
tatives for the class of '97 were
held last Monday, January 24th,
in Mather Hall.
Michelle Pilapil won the
race for president, competing
against four of her classmates.
Two people ran for Vice-Presi-
dent; Nathan MacDonald now
holds that position. April
Lionett, the new class secretary,
was unopposed.
The class of '97 had an ex-
cellent voting turnout. Over 50%
of the class participated in the
event, which was higher than
earlier years.
Most of the students who
ran for office are members of the
class committee. The commit-
tee was assembled at the begin-
ning of the 1993-1994 school
year. They have held meetings
on Monday nights and, accord-
ing to Lionett, will continue to
do so.
•CATHERINE MITCHELL
Class of '97 officers: Pilapil, MacDonald and Lionett.
The newly elected officials
have meet twice this week to
discuss the issues which they
will face during their one year
term. Among the issues are how
to raise money and how to get
the members of the class more
involved with one another.
Currently, the officers are
discussing possible events for
Valentines Day. In addition, the
class committee is dividing into
subcommittees Lionett is pre-
pared to continue the writing of
the class newsletter that comes
out once a month and says that
they are considering new T-
• shirts for the class.
Campus Weathered
By Snowy Condition
BY PETER FRIEDMAN
Senior Editor
Although the weatherhas
been a bit more temperate
lately, the Winter of ]994 has
brought bitter cold, lots of
snow and a plethora of ice.
The ice has made for
treacherous driving condi-
tions which has forced local
schools to close andmade city
life difficult Many other cit-
iesontheEastCoasthavebeen
shut down for periods of time
due to the weather, and ac-
cording the news broadcasts,
at least 75 deaths have been
attributed to the cold, snow, •
ice and freezing rain.' Trinity
has not been left unaffected-
by the inclement weather this
winter, with a number, of stu-
dents falling down and injur-
ing themselves.
Buildings and Grounds
has been forced to work over-
time to plow roads, sand them
down, scrape ice off of cam-
pus walkways and generally
keep the campus safe.
Of course, B&G has not
been able to clean up every-
thing leaving some problems
for Trinity students. As a
.result, nearly everyone on
campus has seen people, take
a spill, or as its commonly
known on campus, a "digger".
Most times students stand up
and dry themselves off and
are able to laugh about their
falls. ' .
. Ordinarily, the worst re-
sult of most slips and slides is
the potential embarrassment
involved if anyone has seen
them. As one Senior put it, "I
don't mind trie frigid cold, it's
please turn to page 5
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Responsible Drinking
esponsible Drinking is an interesting concept. It is
the belief that drinking alcohol on campus is accept-
able when done in moderation. We are fortunate as Trinity
students, because we are at a campus with a liberal alcohol
policy. As a result, we have many privileges that students
only dream of at other colleges. Some are privileges that
students across the nation are losing as colleges tighten rules
about alcohol consumption.
The rules on our campus such as "no kegs in Freshmen
dorms," and "no kegs on the quad" are few when compared
to the strict controls,that many other colleges have placed on
their students. At some schools, merely carrying a cup of beer
down the hall from one dorm room to another can lead to
disciplinary action. At other campuses, alcohol is com-
pletely prohibited, including in closed dorm rooms.
We take for granted the freedoms that the administration
grants us: the ability to have kegs in dorms, the ability to
carry open containers in public (prohibited, but not en-
forced), and the ability to have alcohol at events paid for with
student activities funds, and others. Trinity's administration
doesn't pretend to be ourparents, telling us what we can and
can't do.
Generally, these freedoms are enjoyed by the majority of
the student body without problems. It is when we overin-
dulge in the consumption of alcohol that problems arise.
Those who participate in violent and destructive behavior as
a result of excessive drinking ruin things for everyone.
Last Saturday night, a band called The Connells stopped
their concert thirty minutes early because of the large num-
bex,.o£ figkvts •nexttotlcve stiage^The actions oiafesv fcxwdy
individuals ended the concert for all 800 attendees.
Some of the freedoms we enjoy couJd be in jeopardy if we
abuse them. If we all took responsibility for our drinking,
there would be a significant decrease in the number of
"incidents" on the Trinity campus; we would be less likely to
see our alcohol policy tightened and our freedoms restricted.
J.L.B.
Trinity Compared To Harvard
To the Editor:
On the one hand, there's Trinity. On
the other, there's Harvard. How do they
compare? Cheryl Greenberg and I have
finished a full semester living in an un-
dergraduate dorm at Harvard, eating in
the cafeteria, and getting to know stu-
dents. We thought that Tripod readers
might be interested in a little compara-
tive study of the two schools:
Teaching. Harvard students are
mainly taught by Harvard graduate stu-
dents. When Harvard professors actu-
ally teach undergrads, it's usually in huge
lecture courses. Only graduate students
take the small seminars with top scholars
or work in the high-powered labs. In
short, at Harvard the great majority of
students will graduate without any real
connection with professors — as teach-
even I have to grant that the food here is
terrible—fatty, soggy, stringy, and mys-
teriously mutated. I could go on. Marri-
ott is better. Really, trust me on this.
Score one for Trinity.
Gym. The Harvard "community" is
16,000 students. The gym has exactly
three rowing machines, and a grand total
of five stairmasters — one broken. The
pools are larger, but not large enough—
it's routine for three people to share a
lane. And at Harvard you have to pay a fee
to use it. Give Trinity this point too-
Parking. Impossible on the streets,
and Harvard lots cost between $50 and
$100 a month and can be a mile away.
(Harvard, with a $4 billion endowment,
charges for just about everything.) Even
here Trinity is the lesser evil.
Activism. Harvard students and
Trinity students alike are champion com-
Harvard students and Trinity students alike are cham-
pion complainers. Harvard students are clear that there's
nothing they can do to change anything about Harvard.
It's too big. Trinity students, by contrast, sometimes get
a revolutionary fervor going, raising consciousness and
making the Administration uncomfortable.
ers, lab supervisors, advisers, directors,
conductors, or anything. Even letters of
recommendation are written by gradu-
ate students. Score one for Trinity.
Library. Harvard has a colossal li-
brary system, with one or two copies of
every book in the galaxy. Unfortunately,
the book you want is in a library a mile
away, and is either checked out or lost.
Trinity has a much small library, but the
books you need are generally either mere
or available through CTW. Score one for
Trinity.
' Computers. Harvard is only par-
tially networked. Many academic build-
ings are not connected, nor are the big
dorms, and there may be a network fee
when they finally are connected (next
year sometime). The computer user ar-
eas are only slightly larger than Trinity's,
and frequently overflowing with stu-
dents. One for Trinity.
Food. I think that the quantity is the
most important property of food, but
James L. Batr '95
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plainers. Harvard students are clear that
there's nothing they can do to change
anything about Harvard. It's too big.
Trinity students, by contrast, sometimes
get a revolutionary fervor going, raising
consciousness and making the Adminis-
tration uncomfortable. Both schools are
very big on community service. By a
slight edge, give Trinity the point.
Attitude. The glory of Harvard un-
dergraduates is that they have all de-
cided that they are in college to work
hard and to learn, and. as a result their
learning is continual, much of it in an
endless intellectual dialogue with every-
one around them. Harvard students talk
constantly about their papers, their
courses, current events, movies, art, life,
the universe, and everything. Because of
this, their social lives are rich, varied, and
often student-generated. Students cre-
ate everything from underground news-
papers to dinner discussion groups. Per-
haps as a result most seem to enjoy a
large network of friends. The best Trin-
ity students are the same, but some Trin-
ity students ignore the opportunities to
learn that surround them. The college as
a result does not fully sustain the intel-
lectual excitement equal to the minds
that comprise it. Harvard gets this point.
The final score: Trinity, 7, Harvard,
1. Not a bad score at all — as Dorothy
says, there's no place like home, and
there really is no substitute for education
at a small, excellent, liberal arts college.
But wouldn't a shutout be terrific?
Sincerely,
Dan Lloyd
Department of Philosophy
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Connells & God Street Wine.
Dan Quayle's Acting Debut.
40° heat wave!
Superbowl-TheBilllls&Cowbies.
Bud Bowl VI. "Euker?!"
Wavy Lays Half time Show.
Jackhammering Mather at lunch.
• Moshing to the wrong music.
• Underwater adventures in Cave.
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Problem Of Racism Not Limited To Certain Groups
BYANNEMAEIEPEIL
Opinion Editor ~~
To summarize Trinity's understand-
ing of racial harassment, I quote a few
sentences from the Trinity College Hand-
book: "Racial harassment, the expression
of hostility toward other people because
and Hispanic Orientation. Any incom-
ing freshman or transfer student who is
identified as a member of any of these
ethnic divisions is invited to come to
Trinity a day or two early to attend BAHO
on a voluntary basis.
Now, my understanding of the pur-
pose of BAHO is to allow new students
Trinity continually reminds us that we should to be proud
of our diverse cultural makeup. Trinity informs us that
racism affects everyone. Why, then, aren't all incoming
members of Trinity's diverse community invited to attend
an orientation program, such as BAHO, to prepare us for
the racism that we will encounter?
of their racial identities, is a form of rac-
ism. Racism leads not only to the denial
of opportunities, privileges or rights, but
also to the subtle forms of harm — the
loss of dignity, security, and self-esteem."
Reading and re-reading Trinity's
policy, never did I see racism described
only as whites committing hate crimes
againstanymemberofanotherrace. And
that's simply because racism is not lim-
ited in that way. "Racial harassment
encompasses a range of hostile behav-
iors motivated by an intention on the
part of the harasser to make another feel
unwelcome or inferior on the basis of
race."
Bearing this in mind, let's consider
one of Trinity's orientation groups,
BAHO. BAHO stands for Black, Asian,
to meet with professors and other mem-
bers of the Trinity community who are
ready and willing to discuss any prob-
lems that may occur due to racial ten-
sion. Further, the students participate in
workshops designed to illuminate what
racial harassment is, and how one might
be able to deal with it in a constructive
manner. I think that this is a wonderful
idea.
But, by inviting only students of
those ethnic backgrounds, BAHO imme-
diately places those students in a defen-
sive position. It assumes that the Blacks,
Asians and Hispanics are the only vic-
tims of racial harassment on this cam-
pus.
Unfortunately, ignorance is at such
a height these days that virtually every
student at Trinity at some point during
his or her college career will be the victim
of racial harassment in some form or
another. How was I supposed to react
when a black man in the middle of Hart-
ford spat at my feet and called me a
"white bitch?" Certainly I had every
right to be just as upset as any other
person of any color who has ever been
racially slandered.
Racism is not only the Blacks' prob-
lem; racism is not only the Hispanics'
problem; racism is not only the Asians'
problem; racism is everyone's problem.
To combat racism, we must regard
each other as equals. That is not to say
that we should assume that each of us
have the same talents, aspirations or ideas
— that would compromise the diversity
that we are encouraged to treasure!
Instead, we each should be offered,
equal opportunities to make the most
homophobia, all fused together. After-
wards, we were all educated, aware citi-
zens of Trinity's community, right?
Isn't itcurious, ho wever, that BAHO
seems to regard racism as important
enough to dedicate an entire day solely to
that single topic? Quite simply, racism is
that important of an issue. Racism isn't
simply out there, somewhere distant;
racism has reared its ugly head on
Trinity's campus. And we need to show
ourselves that it's not welcome here.
Trinity continually reminds us that
we should to be proud of our diverse
cultural makeup. Trinity informs us that
racism affects everyone. Why,then, aren't
all incoming members of Trinity's di-
verse community, invited to attend an
orientation program, such as BAHO, to
prepare us for the racism that we will
encounter? Only when the entire com-
munity is aware and informed will we
Sure, we had freshman orientation. We spent three,
maybe four, hours on the topics of racism, sexism, and
homophobia, all fused together. Afterwards, we were all
educated, aware citizens of Trinity's community, right?
out of our Trinity education, regardless
of race, gender, or creed. And as a white
woman on Trinity's campus, I regret the
missed opportunity to participate in this
orientation program.
Sure, we had freshman orientation.
We spent three, maybefour, hourson the
topics of racism, sexism, and
ever be able to adequately combat and
perhaps even surmount this enormous
problem.
 ; .
I believe that comedian Jimmy
Walker said it best: "I think that racism
is stupid; there are so many better rea-
sons to hate a person on an individual
basis."
Who's Making Social Decisions For The Students?
BY ELI LAKE
Senior Editor
There are several members of the
faculty of thisgreatcollegewhomldearly
respect, but let's face it: when they galva-
nize into a political faction, they look like
a bunch of whiners. It is like one great
collective whine, "We really think this
college should not respect any institu-
tion that is institutionally sexist... Stu-
dents drink too much...the rush process
detracts students from their school
work." I left home, so I could hear these
maternal naggings when I was in col-
lege?
I happen to think that fraternities
are stupid, but I realize that there are
balances two moral positions. Students
can still choose to join fraternities, but
they can't exclude women from doing
the same. The latter on the other hand is
exactly the kind of whiny, impractical
and wrong-headed policy I ha ve come to
expect from our adrninis tration, trustees
and faculty. They're adults— what do
you expect? They think like adults—
uncreatively. They drink like adults—
moderately. They moralize like adults—
hypocritically.
Newsflash— the rushes were open
last semester, and with few exceptions
no women showed up with serious in-
tentions of joining fraternities, and no
men showed up with serious intentions
of joining sororities. This ought to tell
by 1995. And, St. Elmo's fraternity is in
the process of selling their house to the
CoUege.
Doesn't it seem a Uttle strange that
the city of Hartford suddenly showed a
keen interest in the fixe safety of certain
ties put on by TCAC If given the choice
between pushing up against sweaty
drunk people in a fire trap, and pushing
up against sweaty people with waVkie
talkies and silly shirts in thecave, I'd take
the former. Is TCAC a feeder program
Students sort of think to themselves, "Yeah, I'm going to
a fraternity. I'm gonna get cocked and then not show up
to class tomorrow, and love it."
[I]t is one thing to say you can not exclude people on the
basis of sex, but it is quite another to say you must have
women fully integrated into your fraternities by 1995.
The former is an ethical and pragmatic position...The
latter on the other hand is exactly the kind of whiny,
impractical and wrong-headed policy I have come to
expect from our administration, trustees and faculty.
some students who do not, and these
students, if they so choose, should have
the right to join them. I also happen to
think they are sexist; and I even think
that a policy requiring frats to lift the ban
onwomenjoiningthemfratmakes sense.
But wait a minute: it is one thing to
say you can't exclude people on the basis
of sex, but it is quite another to say you
must have women fully integrated into
your fraternities by 1995. The former is
an ethical and pragmatic position. It
you something: women on this campus
are not secretly craving that elusive AD
bid.
With all of this in mind, let's look at
a few recent developments on the frater-
nity scene. The IFC, a once influential
student organization, has dissolved.
Currently, four fraternities have been, or
are in the process of being, kicked out of
their houses, with the list increasing. The
Deans are threatening not to recognize
fraternities that are not fully integrated
property on Vernon Street, just as the
College was trying to implement the
impossible full-integration plan?
Doesn't it seem a little strange that this
s ame block is targeted in future b uilding
plans for the College?
Speaking of studentemppwerment,
where were we when the College was
looking out for our best interest? I'll tell
you: we were too busy fixing drinks that
we forgot the firstrule of politics—never
trustpeople in suits, unless it's your Bar
Mitzvah. It's all about greenbacks,
gringo. If any trustees,, deans, or presi-
dents of the College are reading (and I
hope they are), please refrain from invit-
ing us to trustee dinners—we've learned
not to trust you. Communists!
Fraternities have cultivated aweird
sort of outlaw cool in their final days.
Students sort of think to themselves,
"Yeah, I'm going to a fraternity. I'm
gonna get cocked and then not show up
to class tomorrow, and love it." In the
end, though, there will be no more fra-
ternities. We will all have to go to par-
for the Secret Service? This also means
that cool dorm parties will be regulated
by the neo-prohibitionists in ORL.
I would never advocate something
as lame as "fight for your right to party,"
but it's not just the frats, it's the students
who have gotten the huge shaft. We
have, by our inactivity, accepted the fool-
ish notion that we can not make deci-
sions over issues that are intrinsic to our
affairs. We have allowed the maternal
naggings, the shifty dealings and pater-
nal arrogance of the adults to tell us how
and where we socialize. Well, this sucks.
The truth is that most students don't
really care about fraternities, but there is
not some imaginary line between stu-
dents and fraternities. Fraternity broth-
ers and sorority sisters are students.
As students, they pay like every
other student to go here, and have cer-
tain rights. The right to form drinking
societies is not the most noble right, but
it is a right nonetheless; and as a right it
should be better respected by the Col-
lege.
^^^^gi8B
Policy Concerning letters To The Editor:
'Please note: Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday
preceding publication the following Tuesday. Lettersshouldaddress the Editor, and not
a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be printed, although
names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. The Trinity Tripod will not
publish any letter the Editors judged to be an attack on an individual's character or
personality.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do no t necessarily reflect the
views or opinionsof this paper. Letters may be of any length, but please limit them to five-
hundred words. Letters are printed according to space availability. The Trinity Tripod
reserves the right to edit all letters for clarity and brevity.
Any letters composed on a Macintosh may be submitted to The Trinity Tripod
through the DocEx server in the General Resources zone of the Trinity College network.
Letters may also be submitted on Macintosh or DOS disk.
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BY MATTHEW PRINCE
Managing Editor
With the dismissal of Sunny
Ashgar last semester, the posi-
tion of SGA Vice President is
open.
According to the Hand-
book, the primary roles of the
Vice President are to:
a) perform the duties of the
president in the absence of that
officer.
b) serve as a member of
each committee and ex-official,
nonvoting member of the Bud-
get Committee, and
c) serve as Chair of the
Chairpersons Committee and
meet weekly with all chairper-
sons of each SGA committee.
bates less seriously, and as a
result, be more relaxed than the
other 3 candidates. He agreed
with Derby's feeling that there
was apathy among the students
toward the SGA, and that a ma-
jor role of the new Vice Presi-
dent would be to try to end that
apathy. Moodie also pointed
out that he was in the process of
helping the Budget Committee
rewrite the manual on the re-
lease of the SAF budgetary in-
formation, seemingly in re-
sponse to Derby's allegation that
the budgets being closed in the
first place was an outrage.
Lizz Platt, a Junior, serves
currently as the SGA Secretary.
While more soft-spoken than the
other three, Platt too empha-
" We should limit the terms of people on SGA.
Being on SGA should not just be a way to
polish your resume...I want to be on SGA
because I love my school."
—Kevin Derby '97, VP Candidate
Four students are running
for the position, representing
every class but the Seniors. Last
Thursday the SGA held a de-
bate between the candidates to
find out their positions on vari-
ous issues affecting the school.
Kevin Derby- is the only
freshman running for the posi-
tion. His opening speechrecog-
nized the fact that he wasn't ex-
perienced with "the system/'but
billed itasanadvantage—clairrv-
platform1. Despi
lack of seniority in the group,
Derby appeared extremely con-
fident, and probably the most
focused of any of the candidates.
He stressed that student apathy
toward the SGA would be one
of his greatest goals to overcome.
Vinnie Mase is a Junior and,
like the other three candidates,
already a member of the SGA,
Mase stated that there were three
main qualities that the Vice
President needed to have: the
ability to organize, the ability to
facilitate discussion, and the
ability to delegate responsibil-
ity. He implied that the experi-
ence that he has had working in
his $39,000 painting business in
the summer has givenhim these
qualities.
James Moodie, a sopho-
more, seemed to take the de-
sized that with energy the apa-
thy of the students toward the
SGA can be changed. In order to
do this she stated that the Vice
President has to help make the
SGA something that students
want to be part of.
When asked about how to
resolve personal differences that
have torn at the SGA steering
board—allegedly contributing
to the dismissal of Ashgar—
Derby, like his counterpart Ross
Ve should limit the terms ot
peopleonSGA/'hestated. "Be-
ing on SGA should not just be a
way to polish your resume'...I
want to be on SGA because I
love my school."
The others focused more on
getting the problem out in the
open, but none suggested a real
plan to try to solve it. "[You]
can't make a rule in the constitu-
tion about egos," Moodie
pointed out.
All the candidates were
against the Alcohol Awareness
Committee's suggestion to ban
kegs in the dorms. "People like
to drink," Mase stated, pointing
out that if you ban kegs you are
just going to increase the num-
ber of cases and bottles that
people have.
Platt argued that, "People
have the right to party," and if
kegs are banned it will only in-
crease the number of people
wandering off campus. "Marty
must be psyched," Mase inter-
jected.
Moodie spoke from past
experiences at Tufts that many
people are hurt by bottles, but
he would be in favor of a few
keg free dorms.
Michael Nardelli ques-
tioned Derby from the audience
on his seemingly radical ideas
for change on campus, stating
that it seemed like he was "gun-
ning for God's job, not for the
VP."
Derby responded that he
was "Not God, not perfect, but
honest." Continuing to sound
eerily like Perot he argued that
the SGA needed to be rid of
"gridlock," and thathe was run-
ning to "straighten out the
house."
In his closing remarks
Moodie used the catch phrase
from the current SGA president,
Marlon Quintanilla's, campaign,
stating that he was all for "stu-
dent empowerment," and that
"sophomore [year] was a good
time to start a change."
Platt emphasized her orga-
nization that she has displayed
as Secretary of SGA, and reaf-
firmed her love for the school.
Derby stated that it was
time to get back in touch with
the people. "We're a great
school, a glorious school, and a
good people." If he had pulled
out a chart to illustrate his plans
tagjSm ftjbw pf SGA titnen the
' imagfcbfPerof-would'havebeen
complete.
Mase reaffirmed his open-
ing remarks, and stated that he
was happy that unlike pas t years
this debate turned out to be a
"friendly and relaxed discus-
sion." Finally he ended witfi his
campaign slogan V. Mase for
VP.
Of the four, Derby was the
most organized, but his lack of
experience at the school and with
SGA might hurt him. Platt's
previous experience as a high
ranking official of SGA is a large
benefit, arid she definitely seems
committed to thejob. Mase and
Moodie didn't seem to take the
debate as seriously as the other
two, but both have a good deal
of experience serving on SGA,
and both could handle the posi-
tion well.
$70,000 IN FELLOWSHIPS * GRANTS AVAILABLE
TO FACULTY & STUDENTS FROM CT SPACE
GRANT COLLEGE CONSORTIUM
Fellowship applications for graduate and undergraduate
students and faculty grants for fellowships, travel,
collaborative research, and curriculum development are
available. Applicants must be full-time students or
faculty members at the Trinity College. Applications
are due at the Consortium Office February 15, 1994. For
further Information contact the Consortium office at
768-4813 or 768-4849, or your Campus Director,
Taikang Ning at 297-2219.
I I ' •
Power Plummeting
At 8:25 AM on Sunday morning, the entire campus lost
power. Campus Safety notified Northeast Utilities, who stated
that the problem was city-wide. The power came back up at 9:50
AM, and set off the fire alarms in Jackson, Wheaton, Smith, and
Stowe. Residents were forced out into the cold during the wee
hours of the morning. Sources tell The Security Blotter that many
residents were too fed up to get out of bed and waited it out.
HighRise Headache
DOS-DW, DCS-BK, and DORL-KD are all getting really
tired of the rowdy, rebellious, and raucous residents of High
Rise. (That's Dean of Students, David Winer, Director of Cam-
pus Safety, Brian Kelly, and Director of the Office of Residential
Life, Kathy Duggan), The sultry students have smashed and
split-into-two every imaginable object in the building. Last
weekend there was a pulled fire alarm at 3:30 AM on Sunday
morning. This is on top of a window getting broken, an exit sign
getting stolen, and the elevators getting repeatedly trashed. The
above mentioned acronyms will be meeting with the residents
of the building to try to work something out.
Crazy Call
A student received a threatening phone call from off cam-
pus on January 25th at 5 PM. The person calling knew the
student's first name, and left two voice mail messages.
Psi-U Psnagged
On January 21st, the Phun Phriends at Psi-U were busted'
for having an unauthorized party. "Many students" were seen
entering the building. Campus Safety busted up the event, and
the incident has been reported to the Dean of Students.
Thirty Towed
On Thursday, approximately thirty cars were towed from
Summit Street. The Hartford police notified Campus Safety,
who sent out an urgent voice mail message to all students
warning them to move their cars. "It was too late for many.
Approximately thirty students were shocked and distressed
when it was revealed that their cars had been towed. I'm
William Shatner. Next week on Rescue 911...."
Stolen Car
A1986 Oldsmobile Cutlass was stolen from the car port in
the Anadama parking lot. The car was stolen sometime between
8:15PM on January 28, and 2:51 AMthenextday. Thiswasonly
the fourth car to be stolen on campus this year.
Sign Stuff
You know, (you should by now) that our fun loving friends
at Campus Safe ty have moved to a remote region near the arctic
circle on Vernon Street. After vacating their position near the
vending machines in Mather and the Dunkin' Doughnuts lack
in The Cave, Campus Safety is in almost total isolation. How-
ever, they have a direct view of the mischievous hoodlums that
roam up and down Vernon street.
Oh, by the way Psi-U, Campus Safety is purchasing a
camera with a extra long zoom lens and a boom microphone.
You'd better buy some dark curtains, as from the trenches of the
new Campus Safety compound, the Psi-U house is clearly
visible.
Heads UPH!
In the last two weeks, The Security B loiter has seen enormous
chunks of snow and ice fall off the steeply pitched roofs of Jarvis,
Northam, Cook, and Seabury. The snow chunks have come
crashing down on unsuspecting members of the Trinity commu-
nity who happened to be strolling down the Long Walk, Hey, if
you're walking and you hear the sound of an avalanche, watch
out!. Security Blotter sources say that one student's hand was
almost broken by a chunk of falling ice. Is this campus cursed?
... from the files of
CAMPUS
Written and compiled by Jim Barr
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Snow Delay Causes Adcock's Dismissal From ORL
BY MATT HENRY &
JIMBARR
News Writer & Editor-in-Chief
At the end of winter break, Robin
Adcock '94 came back to Trinity and was
dismissed from the Residential Assis-'
tant (RA) program. Adcock, who has
been involved with the RA program for
the last two and a half years, missed the
first day of RA training after her plane
returning from Europe landed six hours
late as a result of a snow storm.
According to Ms. Adcock, her late
arrival in New York caused her to miss
the commuter train that she had planned
on taking to Hartford. Adcock called
Kathy Duggan, Director of the Office of
Residential Life (ORL), to notify her of
the delays. According to Adcock,
Duggan said that the delays were under-
standable and that Adcock should ar-
rive as soon as possible. Adcock arrived
on campus Thursday evening, missing
the mandatory training sessions on that
morning.
Tom McDavitt '95, one of
the RAs in High Rise
missed three days ofRA
training this semester, and
was not fired from his job.
Friday morning, Adcock went to join
her coworkers at the training, and was
summoned into Duggan's office. After a
four hour meeting with Duggan, Adcock
was dismissed because she had missed
the required training sessions on Thurs-
day.
Ms. Adcock was the Resident Coor-
dinator (RC) of the Allen Street/Vernon
Street Upperclass Staff. She was respon-
sible for a staff of seven RA's. "I was in
good standing when I left as far as I
know," Adcock stated. She believes that
she is the only RC that has been dis-
ended.
McDavitt said that he had worked it
beforehand and that for this reason he
was not fired. He added that he believes
that "each individual case is looked upon
individually." He stated that in these
"I'm not in the position, nor would I, make statements
about past and present staffers. I don't think it would be
fair to discuss their personal lives in that way."
—Kathy Duggan, Director of Office of Residential Life
missed midyear during the last four
years. Other high ranking employees of
ORL have been dismissed, but finished
their terms, and were not rehired for the
next year.
"I could have gone to the Deans
about this, but she's (Duggan) my boss.
As far as I'm concerned she has the right
to fire me. However, there were other
people who skipped two training ses-
sions in one day or came late, and they
weren't fired. I just think she (Kathy
Duggan) should follow her own prece-
dents and fire other people who [miss
meetings]," Ms. Adcock said.
The Tripod contacted Duggan, who
said she would not comment on the situ-
ation. "I'mnot in the position, nor would
I, make statements about past and present
staffers. I don't think it would be fair to
discuss their personal lives in that way,"
said Duggan.
Tom McDavitt '95, one of the RAs in
High Rise missed three days of RA train-
ing this semester, and was not fired from
his job. McDavitt told The Tripod that his
absence was for "personal reasons," and
that he discussed the matter with his
superiors at ORL before last semester
Congratulations
And Good Luck
To The New
Freshman Class Officers!
President
Michelle Pilapil
Vice President:
Nate MacDonald
Secretary
April Lionett
A Freshman Glass Committee meeting
will be held on Monday, January 31st.
Please contact your
class officers for more information.
matters, the person's individual case, in-
cluding their performance as an em-
ployee, is taken into account. McDavitt
said that he believes that Adcock was
fired "not justbecause she was late," and
that other factors were taken into ac-
count. However, McDavitt would not
comment on what these other reasons
may have been.
McDavitt stressed that he did not
"get off scott free" for missing RA train-
ing, that he was "reprimanded," and is
on "employment probation." He stated
that he must complete a list of require-
ments in order to remain in good stand-
ing with the Office of Residential Life.
McDavitt explained that these require-
ments are basically to make up the meet-
Robin Adcock was recently KELl-Y C0LUS
fired from her position as RG.
ings that he missed that were part of RA
training. This includes meeting with Eve
Eden, the college's Sexual Assault Crisis
Counselor, and other administrators that
spoke to the attendees of RA training.
McDavitt stated that if completes
his requirements to the satisfaction of his
superiors, that he will be off employ-
ment probation. If he is still on the pro-
bation at the end of the semester, he
cannot be considered for employment
next year.
Weather Upsets Campus
continued from page i
just that walking to The View can be a
little scary and disconcerting. Walking
homecan fall somewhere betweenhys-
terical and terrifying."
However, there have been a few
incidents that have transcended amus-
ing stories and entered into the realm of
serious injury, or at least the threat of
injury.
Senior women ha vie fallen hard enough
to sustain bodilv damage. Both were
injured next to the Bistro, which has
proved to be a particularly dangerous
location on campus.
One woman, who asked that her
name be withheld, was in the Bistro last
week and slipped on the wet floor. The
floor had notbeendriedbystaff, result-
ing inaslippery area; When thewoman
fell, her head hit the BistroBootf causing
a concussion.
She did not go to Hartford Hospi-
tal, however, she said that she has still-
suffered someheadacb.es and dizziness
as a result of her fall. At this time, the
family of the injured student is report-
edly considering legal action against
the managers.of the B i s t r o . ' } J
Another $oiniin. Seni
YJury".%icftng"6ri' tnehill next to the
Bistro. After completing several non-
problematic sled runs, Molinaro in-
yured Ymrielf pewg clown the Mil on
jcyjtwidrp. .„•,,„,,„„.,,
rhfispiHresultedinMolinarofrac-
turinp truce vertebra m hei back.
Molinaro was unsure of how bad the
damage was going to be, and did not
know how long the healing process
would take, or what her rehabilitation
regimen would encompass.
As the winter progresses, more
injuries maybe inevitable and unavoid-
able, however, students can minimize
. the damage by walking (and sledding)
carefully and cautiously.
• Students should take all precau-
tions' in order to. keep themselves in
. one safe piece for the rest of the winter.
Ike IVniliicg Ceitfefc
Individual Tutoring Services
Located at 115 Vernon St.
Hours:
Monday through Friday
1:00 — 4:00 PM
Monday through Thursday
6:30 —9:30 PM
Late night hours in Mather Hall
Sun, Mon, and Thurs 10 PM 'til Midnight
Drop in or call x. 2468 for an appointment.
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Hedrick Writes Biography of Stowe
continued from page 1
writing which emasculated the
literary world and eliminated
many opportunities for women
writers. The lowered participa-
tion of female authors during
This area functions to heighten
society's awareness of women's
issues and important female,
historical figures. As Professor
Hedrick stated, "One of the
things which women's studies
The novel was important to Hedrick because
of her involvement with women's studies,
which functions to heighten society's aware-
ness of women's issues and important female,
historical figures.
this time, coupled with other
reasons, enabled Harriet
BeecherStowe's contribution to
the literary world to be ignored.
It was for this reason that
Hedrick began to write her bi-
ography of Harriet Beecher
Stowe, Professor Hedrick felt it
was important to once again
bring attention to one of the fin-
est, female authors of the nine-
teenth century.
Thenovel was importantto
Hedrick because of her involve-
ment with women's studies.
does is to try to recover the voices
and the theoretical frameworks
of women that have been lost to
history."
Professor Hedrick modeled
the structure of her biography
of Stowe after the autobiogra-
phy of Malcome X. She began
her novel in 1983, knowing very
little about Harriet Beecher
Stowe and has subsequently
become a great admirer of her.
When asked what aspect
of writing this novel brought
her the most difficulty, Ms.
Hedrick stated "I think what
I've most enjoyed about this has
been perhaps the part that has
been most challenging: trying
to figure out how to combine
narrative, telling a story, with
argument."
Professor Hedrick hopes
that members of the literary
community will come to realize
the importance of Harriet
Beecher Stowe's novel. As a
nation, the United States is still
dealing with the repercussions
of slavery and attempting to
learn from the past. Harriet
Beecher Stowe's novel enables
twentieth century Americans to
come to a better understanding
of the darkest aspects of slavery
which tore our country apart.
After fifty-three years, Joan
Hedrick has brought America's
attention once again to the novel
which changed the way most
pre-civil war Americans looked
at slavery. The Women's Cen-
ter will be holding a celebration
in honor of Hedrick in March,
during women'shistoiy month.
Expert Teachers
Permanent Centers
Total Training
CALL HOW:
236-6851
Prepare now
Kaplan Educational
Center
967 D Farmington Ave.
W. Hartfbrd,'CT
STUDY ABROAD
THE SWEDISH PROGRHM
STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY
Study abroad in Stockholm,
Sweden with The Swedish
Program at Stockholm
University. 1 Instruction
is in English. 1 Course
offerings are diverse,
for example: women
and equality, environ-
mental policy, international
relations, Scandinavian
literature, European
history, public policy,
politics, health care, the
revolution in Eastern
Europe, economics,
film I Live with a
Swedish family or in
a university dormitory.
1 Witness the dramatic
changes reshaping Europe
on our excursions to Berlin,
Budapest, and Prague.
GOME TO RH IHFORMflTIQHflL MEETING
j February g, 1994
If you are unable to attend this meeting, pleaae contact your Study Abroad Advisor or
The Swedish Program office at Hamilton College, Clinton, New York 13325
(315)859-4404
Connells Concert Cut
Short Due To Violence
continued from page J
bandseemed less bothered by
the fighting—Mike Connell
said that he was ready to just
go on playing,
Huntley also mentioned
"one guy who was going
Marcus, president of TCAC
who spoasored the event, re-
potted that, "No reports [of
injury] were filed, not even to
campus safety."
This year's Winter Week-
end shows similarities to last
"It's really strange that people would be
dancing like that... They're not exactly a
band that you'd think people would mosh
to." —Member of God Street Wine
through the audience starting
fights." Peering out the stage
door windows, Huntley spot-
ted the guy who he had seen
in the audience supposedly
starting the fights that lead to
the early end of the concert.
Huntley charged into the
Washington Room and con-
fronted the unidentified audi-
ence member. "It really sucks
that assholes like you have to
ruin it for everyone else,"
Huntley yelled in the face of
the accused.
The two men had to be
separated, and the unidenti-
fied audience member was
lead out by Hartford Police,
but was not questioned or
charged with anything. Steve
year's concert where Bim Skala
Bim was asked to end an hour
early due to fights between
Trinity students and some out-
siders from an organization
calling itself the "White Aryan
Resistance."
Even with the disappoint-
ing end to the concert, overall
itwasstillahugesuccess. Over
750 people paid to see the
event, and TCAC was forced
to stop selling tickets at 11:30
pm. The 14 kegs that were for
the concert ran out at 12:30.
Both bands were highly
energetic and the students
seemed to totally enjoy them.
Almost everyone gave TCAC
kudos for sponsoring the
event.
NEW .
^WRITING
ASSOCIATES
Spring 1994
The Writing Center and the Writing Advi-
sory Committee are pleased to announce
that the following new students have been
selected for the Writing Associates Pro-
gram:
Jennifer L.Alspach '96
Maureen E. Daigle IDP'95
Cynthia B. Darling '95
Kathleen M. Erskine '96
Steven A. Freire'96
Kirsten A. Hoehn '95
Nicole M. Komposch'96
Larissa A. Lockyer '96
Elizabeth E. Prevost '96
Kristin M. Russell'95
Aimee K. Senise'97
Justin M. Van Etten'96
Sarah E. Vanderweil '96
Jared D. Von Arc '95
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Friday, Feb. 4th, and Satur-
day Feb. 5th — "Heart of a Dog,"
a contemporary musical theater
satire composed by Martin Brody
with libretto by Trinity College
Associate Professor of English
and author Fred Pfeil. Staged by
the renowned Boston Musica
Viva Music ensemble with Rich-
ard Pittman, director. 8:00 p.m.
Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts.
General Admission: $14; students
and senior citizens: $10. Box Of-
fice: 297-2199.
Q.ei
u4*t:
Tuesday, January 18th-Sun-
day, February 20th.
Inaugural exhibition of the
George Chaplin Collection. Pro-
fessor of Fine Arts Emeritus
George E. Chaplin was director
of Trinity College's studio arts
program from 1970 until his re-
tirement in 1991. In 1993, he gave
a collection of his artwork en-
compassing his career as an artist
to the College. 1:00 p.m. to 5:00
p.m. daily. Widener Gallery,
Austin Arts Center. Free Ad-
mission.
Are you concerned about the
environment, energy, recycling
and endangered species? Then
get involved and come to the
ConnPIRG General Interest
Meeting, Wednesday, February
2nd, at 7:30p.m. in Hamlin Hall.
Come and hear about the exciting
activities Connpirg has planned
for the spring semester.
Fight Cancer With Daffo-
dils—The American Cancer So-
ciety is looking for volunteers to
help deliver and/or sell daffodils
for Daffodil Days on March 24th
and 25th. Don't wait until March,
though, call now and sign up to
offer your time, or place your
advance order. Call Heather
Applegate at 233-9691.
Catch the Zydeco Zombies at
the Municipal Cafe, Main Street
in Hartford, on February 5th. Call
527-5044 for further info.
!i£ectu/tes:
Indiana University Center on
Philanthropy is seeking student
applicants for its Jane Addams
Fellowships in Philanthropy
Program. The program awards
each fellow a $15,000 stipend, an
internship with an Indianapolis
nonprofit organization, and 12
credits toward a graduate degree.
The application deadline is Feb-
ruary 15th, 1994. For application
materials, contact Indiana Uni-
versity Center on Philanthropy,
550 West North Street, suite 301,
Indianapolis, IN 46202. Rev. Jones
317-274-4200.
A reading of "Canto II" of
Dante Aligheri's "Purgatorio" by
Alfonso Procaccini of the Italian
Language Dept. at Smith College.
Monday, February 7th 7:30p.m.
Hamlin Hall.
"Gender Culture and Politi-
cal Culture: Community, Poli-
tics, and Riot in Mexican His-
tory" by Steve J. Stern, director of
Latin American and Iberian Stud-
ies at the University of Wiscon-
sin. Monday, February 7th 4:15
p.m. McCook Auditorium.
Send your aiMMMinccmetits to the Tripod, Box 1310,
alto, Announcements Editor.
Deadline: Wed. Noon.
Chapel!:
Tuesday:
5:00 p.m. Evening Worship
Wednesday:
5:00 p.m. Evening Worship
5:30 p.m. Carillon Class
Thursday:
5:00 p.m. Evening Worship
Sunday:
1:00 p.m. Holy Eucharist
5:00 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass
Bishop Peter Rosazza
Monday:
12:30 p.m.-l:00 p.m. Lunchtime
Organ Recital by
Ezequiel Menendez
5:00 p.m. Evening Worship
SPRING BREAK '94-SELLTRIPS,
EARN CASH & GO FREE !!! Student
Travel Services is now hiring
campus reps. Call 1-800-648-
4849.
DAYTONA BEACH - SPRING BREAK
First Class, oceanfront hotel
directly on the beach, parties,
pool deck fun, nightclubs, sunshine,
DO NOT MISS THIS TRIP!! Includes
roundtrip motorcoach trans, with
on campus pick up and drop off,
only $239.00 quad occp., depart
3/25/94 return 4 /3 /94.
Call for free brochure 1 -800-9-
DAYTONA
M-F, 8-6. see you on the BEACH!!
$700/wk. canneries; $4500/mo.
deckhands. Alaska summer
fisheries
now hiring.! Employment Alaska 1 - "•
206-323-2672
****SPRING BREAK '94****
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida
& Padre!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 1 5
friends and your trip is FREE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 328-7283.
SPRING BREAK - From $299
Includes: air, 7 nights Hotel,
Transfers, Parties and More!
Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica, San Juan. Earn FREE trip
plus commissions as our campus
rep! 1-800-9-BEACH-l
Tuesday
King ofthe Hill (PG-13)
Wednesday-Saturday
The Nightmare Before Christmas (PG)
Friday-Saturday
Wittgenstein
Sunday-Tuesday
Bophal (PG-13)
7:30
7:30
9:15
7:30
Around
Oh Say Did You
See...?
The Trinitones on Saturday?
They got a gig at the Hartford Civic
I Center before an Around Trinity es-
timated crowd of 12,000. The Hart-
ford Whalers hosted the Quebec
Nbrdiques in a hockey game, and
the'Tones (Trinity College's female
a capella singing group) were on
hand to sing the Star Spangled Ban-
ner on the ice. They were neither
affectedby the temperature nor their
largest audience. Kudos and hats
off to the Trinitones!
Stonehenge
... it wasn't. But an Unsolved
Mystery materialized on the Long
Walk at approximately 3:30 AM on
Sunday morning which rivaled it.
In front of the southern-most en-
trance to Jarvis (the door closest to
Northam Towers), a wintery wall
four feet high spanning the width
of the Long Walk was constructed
from nearby snow and cumbersome
ice boulders. According to an
Around Trinity source, fourinspired
architects built the barrier, much to
the chagrin and confusion to many
students who had to skirtaround it
en route to Sunday brunch. The
snow obstacle remained standing
for more than a day, finally being
..plowed away by Buildings and
Grounds on MoffSsy. Jfttnirftl Trin-
ity wonders if Easter Island effigies
are on deck in the future.
Population
Explosion
Events which were held this
past weekendbenefited from alight
social schedule. On Friday night,
an estimated 800 students saw God
Street Wine and the Connells in the
Washington Room in an event sp on-
soredbyTCAC. AroundTrinity was
not impressed with God Street
Wine's noodling, which borrowed
too much from obvious influences
(Allman Brothers, 'Dead,Phish) and
never found an original style. "Be-
sides," said an Around Trinity cor-
respondent, "theyplay/ugfrscT; ools."
Around Trinity was probably-
just anxious to hear the Connells.
And they didn't disappoint. What
did disappoint was the prolifera-
tion of "steakheads" (overheard)
which "moshed" in the front. To
the Connells? Notpossible,andnOt
fun, since the aforementionedPrime
Cuts were too inebriated to be cour-
teous. As a result, the show was cut
45 minutes short. Too bad.
Overheard...
"Maybe the Buffalo Bills (foot-
ball team; losers of four straight
Super Bowls) should move to Hart-
ford, since we didn't get the Patri-
ots and they certainly can't go back
home again."
Capsule Movie
Review
King of the Hill is playing to-
night at the Cinestudio. See it.
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The View? Yes, The View: Dining at Trinity's Bar
BY PATRICK GINGRAS
Metro-Hartford Editor
This week's restaurant is
none other than the College
View Cafe, located down the
hill on Zion Street (as if you
didn't know). We chose the
View because it is mostly known
for its beverages rather than its
culinary delights. Few people
know that the View even serves
food, and even fewer have actu-
ally dined there, save bags of
peanuts and tins of popcorn.
In actuality, the View is a
great place to go for your basic
American sandwiches and
snacks. It is a well-kept secret
that Marty is quite a wonderful
cook, and it's about time that
the secret be revealed. No joke;
the View aims to please.
Junior Marc Izzo and se-
nior Jennifer Reagan began their
long, tedious journey down to
the View from the Cave last
Wednesday night at around
seven o'clock. The two were
surprised when they met before
leaving, as they know each other.
Oh well, at a school as small as
ours, some dates are bound to
be not-so-blind.
The View offers burgers,
fries, hot and cold sandwiches,
chicken dishes, and often some
interesting specials. Now for
Marc's and Jennifer's opinions
of the meal:
Jennifer: I began the meal
with one of the two soup du
jours—chicken noodle. Marc
speculated that it was home-
made, but I wasn't convinced.
In any case, it was pretty good,
as were the rolls that accompa-
nied it.
The meal was staggered a
great—if you don't really value
your arteries. My turkey club
sandwich was yummy. It came
with a side order of onion rings.
The rings had enough oil in them
to enter OPEC, but were good
nonetheless. About twenty min-
utes after we finished our sand-
wiches, Marc's cheese fries
"The View provides a quiet, 'romantic' atmo-
sphere for those couples looking to get an
inexpensive supper (bring your own candle-
light and napkins!)." Jennifer Reagan
bit. While I was finishing my
soup, Marc's pastrami sandwich
came. I had a bite and it was
came—again, enough oil to
make the Exxon spill look mild.
For desert, we enjoyed two But-
tery Nipples (shots of Bailey's
and butterscotch schnapps).
Marc: We started the din-
ner out properly: with a pitcher
of Guiness. Then Jen and I split
a bowl of really good chicken
noodle soup. It didn't seem as if
it came from a can. It may have
actually been homemade. I was
slightly surprised. Marty also
whipped up one of the best pas-
trami sandwiches I've had in a
long while. We also split orders
of cheese fries and onion rings.
Granted, they were greasy, but
sometimes greasy is good.
Jennifer: For those of you
who have not yet been down to
the College View, it is a charm-
ing little cafe located just off cam-
pus. Though the atmosphere
tends to get a bit smoky and
crowded later in the evening,
djirkig the dinnej hour ortepan
Restaurant Reviewers Marc Izzo and Jen Reagan meet in the Cave before
embarking on a wild, fun-filled evening with Marty at The College View Cafe.
(CATHERINE MITCHELL
The table was set with two
festive, red and white checker
paper place mats and our silver-
ware was sort of clean. Marty
was an attentive waiter (though
tended to get wrapped up in a
game of pool). He was a gener-
ous host, and treated us to sev-
eral of the "bar specials."
The View provides a quiet,
"romantic" atmosphere for
those couples looking to get an
inexpensive supper (bring your
own candlelight and napkins!).
Marc: Once Marty found
out that we were reviewing his
place, he bent over backwards
for us. He got us drinks, nap-
kins, and above all, clean silver-
ware. After all those years of
being ignored at the View, it did
me good to finally get some de-
cent service.
Jennifer: After our first
pitcher of Guiness, Marc and I
found we had quite a bit to talk
about. We chatted about travel
and "future" plans. We talked
about everything but the fact
that I should have been writing
my thesis!
However, Marc did lose
major points when he stood me
up for our date the next day.
Overall, it was a fun date
which provided stair-master-
inspiring cuisine!
Marc: We talked about our
breaks from school, travel and
our future. I had a fantastic time
and would go out on The Tripod
again in a second.
So there you have it. The
two spent about $15 for all the
food they got, and you already
know the drink prices. Stop
down to the View anytime for
splendid split from Marriott
Dining Services.
The View: it's not just for
drinking anymore.
Attention
Juniors!
Elections for your class
officer will be held oil;
Friday, February 4, .:
in the Mather Hall Lobby
from 9:00 AM-7:00 PM.
Cast your vote for
President,
Vice President,
and Secretary
of the Class of 1995.
A free pizza party for everyone
who votes courtesy of
the Junior Class Committee.
Apply to Beccme a Tripcd Blind
Date Restaurant Reviewer!
Name
RO. Box
Class Year.
Male
Extension
Female
 :
RETURN TO BOX 1310,
C/O METRO-HARTFORD.
Participants will be responsible for the following:
Providing their own transportation (one of the two must drive).
Paying the bill, saving the receipt (with tax and tip included), and giving the receipt to us.
Reporting on the meal via one-page questionnaire, given at time of departure.
Diners will meet in the Cave on the prescribed Wednesday night for a photo, prior to leaving.
Diners will meet at the prescribed time (usually between 6 and 7pm).
Diners will return the receipt and the questionnaires to us via the Metro-Hartford envelope
On the Tripod Office door in the basement of Jackson by the Thursday (day after)
afternoon after the meal,
We will reimburse the participants up to $40 for the meal, as long as the receipt and
questionnaires are returned promptly.
We are responsible for choosing the establishment.
Suggestions are, however, accepted.
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Philadelphia: Don't Let Its Subject Scare You
BYBETHFENWICK&
ELLEN SCORDINO
Metro-Hartford Movie Reviewers
BETH: The movie of the week for
Pour Corners is Philadelphia. It opens
with a plethora of random shots of the
"City of Brotherly Love" and a song by
Bruce Springsteen. However, this is defi-
nitely the slowest part of the movie.
Andy, played by Tom Hanks, is a gay
lawyer diagnosed with AIDS. He is a
competent lawyer who is eventually fired
because he has an "attitude problem."
However, can this really be true? Per-
haps some of his colleagues spotted the
lesion on his forehead and follow up in
this ambiguous lead.
Denzel Washington takes on the role
of Joe Miller, a homophobic black attor-
ney who finally takes Andy as a client.
Together they must prove that Andy's
former employer fired him because he
had AIDS. However, there are two ques-
tions to answer: Will Andy make it
through the trial, and will he get the jury
and the judge to see what he knows as
the truth.
Due to the fact that not long into the
movie, the movie goer knows that it is a
"good guy always wins" flick, there is
But what makes this movie one that
everyone should see is its depiction of
characters. There is the fiercely
homophobic Joe Miller who eventually
took on Hanks as a client, after much
consternation for the fear he had about
gays and the disease AIDS. Hank's fam-
ily is extremely supportive of his effort to
sue his former employer. How often
have there been stories about families
leaving the AIDS victim and refusing to
help? The clan of about nine were all
genuine and convincing to the viewer.
"[Hanks] has the confidence of the audience and his char-
acter comes across amazingly real, to the -point that a dry
eye at the end of the film would have been a minority."
not too much to figure out. But what
keeps him/her on the edge of the seat is
the impressive performance by both
Hanks and Washington (which my part-
ner will talk more about). Very few will
leave without being deeply touched,
Capitol Wrap-Up Coming
BYJAYSARZBN
Metro-Hartford Editor
AssomereadersofI7a?7WjPOiimight
be aware/ Trinity College has a Legisla-
tive Internship program in which stu-
dents from the college participate in the
political process by serving as interns to
various state representatives and state
senators. In exchange for their effort,
students receive two credits and some:
thing they can insert into their resumes
that dernohstiate.s-.th.at, they, can" be
i|!;usj:id>£t6;'f»artffle the daunting tasks
associated with interning for a state leg-
islator.
This semestci, The Tiipod will bo
foitunate enough to have one of these
KtuJcnts report on the goings-on at (he
Stall' Legislature John Prcndergasl, a
Scmor ,ind an enthusiastic parlicip<ml
in this program, will detail the results of
votes, the language of floor debates,
and maybe if we are Viu-kj, ihc palm-
greasing and lug-rolling thai .so many
of us associate ivith behind tru- scenes-
politics. In any case, John vi ill be in an
excellent position to report on any thi ng
pertinent since he is interning foi one of
the must powerful Democrats in the
State Senate, Carl Schi-wpl. SchisseJ will
become ihent'vtSeiMtrMJjority I eadei,
so John will presumably be a witness to
many important things, happening up
on the: Hill.
This "Capitol Wrap-Up" will be a
necessary political tool to those who
wish to gauge what issues the elector-
ate will be concerned with in 1994. As
the late former Speaker of the House
of Representatives Tip O'Neill com-
mented, "All politics is local." The
issues that have local and statewide
relevance will probably reflect what-
ever the national trend will be in a few
. months or even a few weeks. Indeed,
John will be reporting on issues such
as crirrte, violence and the effortsofthe
state legislature to deal with them. For
example, the out-going Governor,
Lowell P. Woicker, has decided that
the best way lo quell violence in the
streets is to take handguns out of the
hands of law-abiding citums by com-
pletely banning them m Connecticut..
Whatever 1 owell Weicki-r's motiva-
tions are, there is no question that this
topic reflects the national concerns
with crime and violence.
Of course, 199-4 should be an in-
teresting political year irrespective ot
the issues on the political hori/on.
However, one can understand the po-
litical horizon a little better if one un-
derstands the issues. Indeed, anyone
who reads this column each week will
certainly not sutler from a lack of un-
derstanding of the political horizon,
as it relates to I (arlford and all of Con-
necticut.
Subscribe to the
New York Times
for Spring semester
Delivery begins Monday, January 24
and ends Friday, April 29.
Late subscriptions will be pro-rated.
( ) Weekdays (Mon-Sat) $22.20
( ) Weekdays & Sundays $42.20
Please send check or money order made payable
to Sigma Nu Fraternity
Cut out and mail this to Rich Dopazo, #575.
On the other end of the spectrum, there is
Hanks' lover. Neither of the two men
show any sign of their affection for each
other, physically, until the very end of
the movie; hardly the time to show the
intimate relationship between two es-
tablished lovers. With this wide range of
views, the director appealed to people of
all walks of life.
Philidelphia is definitely a green light
for more than just good acting. It also
makes you reflect on the gays and AIDS
victims trapped in our society. "A must
see," "I laughed. I cried. It was better
than Cats."
ELLEN: Philadelphia was a truly
heartrenching story about the life of a
homosexual AIDS victim.
Since Beth has already explained
the plot, I am going to focus on the cast-
ing and acting aspects of the movie.
Tom Hanks, playing the part of the
AIDS patient, began as an energetic law-
yer; but as the movie progresses the view-
ers watch him deteriorate into a sick,
dying man. His character is unbeliev-
ably poised. It is as though he has been
prepared for this devastating experience
his entire life. This is difficult to get used
to at the beginning because the virus was
not introduced to the character in the
movie; rather, he had already dealt with
the initial trauma of his fate. Having a
well-known actor like Tom Hanks was
important for this film. He has the con-
fidence of the audience and his character
comes across amazingly real to the point
that a dry eye at the end of the film would
have been a minority,
Denzel Washington was once again
incredible, He played a character of pro-
gression. He, like all of Hanks' other
colleagues, was initially ignorant and
afraid. Slowly, he transformed. At times
his outward appearance was like stone,
but incredible feeling was melting his
heart inside. He was entirely believable
as he demonstrated the effect of AIDS on
an observer.
This movie is definitely a green light.
Those who think that they might not
enjoy it should go anyway for the mere
fact that they could learn something.
Philadelphia-.
Showcase Cinemas.
Hast Hartford.
7:30 & 10:00
SHOWCASE CINEMAS, EAST HARTFORD.
Grumpy Old Men
Shadowlands
Iron Will
Schindler's List
Philadelphia
Intersection
In the Name of the Father
Mrs. Doubtfire
Blink:
Pelican Brief
House Party 3
Car 54, Where Are You?
7:55 & 10:25
7:00 & 9:30
7:45& 10:20
8:00
7:30s110:00
7:40 & 10:00
7:15 & 9:45
7:35 & 10:05
7:25 & 9:50
7:10 & 9:55
7:50 & 10:15
7:20 & 9:20
Take 1-84 East to Exit 58 (Silver Lane)
568-8810
At Hie Movies
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Opera Heart of a Dog Comes To Austin Arts
BY EVAN L. ZALL
Arts Editor
"I'm a dog, as you can see,
your basic stray. We have a
great show for you tonight! And
before we begin I'd like to ask
your attention for a few brief
words on the plight of dogs in a
society undergoing revolution-
ary transformation."
Thus begins the post-mod-
ern satire, Heart of a Dog, playing
this weekend at Aus tin Arts Cen-
ter. The opera was developed
from a novella by Mikhail
Bulgakov written between the
Russian Revolution and the ty-
rannical reign of Stalin. The
ideas of the script can be loosely
related to the classic Franken-
stein theme, as a dog-made-man
runs amok in the streets of Mos-
cow, but other themes are
touched upon too; the opera ad-
dresses thenotion of power, free-
dom, identity and desire.
Fred Pfeil, an English Pro-
fessor at Trinity, was asked to
adaptBulgakov's novella forthe
opera in 1988. The composer,
Martin Brody, chose Pfeil be-
cause of the post-modern ideas
and political content in his fic-
tion. The goal for Brody was to
take the story and push it over
the edge; take it from modern to
post-modern, and Pfeil's style
was perfect to make the change.
The author says that he "cer-
tainly never thought of himself
as someone who'd write li-
bretti/'buthere was a work with
revbluTiorl ann transformation.
Despite his eagerness to
delve into the work, Pfeil did
have a condition for rewriting
the story. He insisted that he
have free reign on the themes of
the play; Pfeil wanted to be sure
that his own political and ideo-
logical ideas could be voiced.
That issue resolved, the
author settled in to update the
story for a modern production.
The first change he made in-
volved the characters; he
changed one male into a female.
The "gender politics" in the
original were inappropriate for
an opera; the few females in the
story were only token bimbos.
This change also opened up the
possibilities of a greater range
of voices. Pfeil also changed the
personality of the dog/man.
Where Bulgakov's transformed
"monster" was a sort of "Stalinist
thug," Pfeil wanted a different
feeling from the change; some-
thing that showed a more mod-
ern perspective. "The dog is a
figure for the despised, the
kicked around," says Pfeil.
This Friday is not the pre-
miere of Pfeil's work; Heart of a
Dog first opened in May of 1992;
it was commissioned for the
Boston Musica Viva. Now it
comes to Trinity a year later,
because, as Pfeil states, "It's time
to see it again."
This opera is sponsored by
several different organizations,
including the New England
Foundation for the Arts and
Aetna Life and Casualty. Due to
the success in receiving so many
sponsors, the production is an
entirely professional enterprise.
are $14 General Admission1 ana
$10 for Students and Seniors,
available through the Austin
Arts Box Office.
JOHK BONDELUO
Michael Wilson is Sharik in Heart of a Dog, opening at Austin Arts Center Friday night.
Cast Captures No-Nonsense Spirit in Nunsense
BY EVAN L. ZALL
News Writer
It's easy to forget, some-
times, how to close to profes-
sional the performers at Trinity
can get. It's easy to sit back and
say, "it's only a college produc-
tion," and not realize the stun-
ning quality of the shows that
are brought to stage.
To be reminded of this pro-
fessionalism, however, all that
was needed was a ticket to the
Musical Theater Department's
production of Nunsense, which
ran all last week, from Wednes-
day to Sunday. The entire cast
and crew were students, down
to the experienced and talented
Julia Strong, who once again
brought divine entertainment to
the Trinity theater.
The cast was built of five
nuns, the MotherSuperiorMary
Regina (Elizabeth Lombardi
'94), Sister Hubert (Katherine
McWane '94), Sister Mary Am-
nesia (Kelly Crawford '95), Sis-
ter Mary Leo (Amy Kunen '95),
and Sister Robert Anne (Eliza-
beth Rhodes '95), Each of these
characters had a distinct and
easily recognizable "quirk," and
these were wonderfully crafted
to entertain as the group led us
through the production.
The premise of the playwas
that the "Little Sisters of
Hoboken" were performing a
musical revue in order to raise
money to finish burying their
colleagues after a food poison-
ing catastrophe at their convent.
The opening of the play ran
true to the "wackiness" of the
theme: the Sisters were stationed
to greet the audience; some
handed out tickets while Robert
Anne led a foul-shooting con-
test on stage. The show began
with a few light numbers, al-
lowing the audience to get to
know the cast and theirpredica-
ment. By the end of the first act,
the Sisters had introduced them-
selves in splendid style. Practi-
cally stealing the show with her
coy idiocy was Kelly Crawford,
as she portrayed Amnesia with
an energy level that must have
been difficult to achieve, given
the relatively unlively audience
and the small theater space.
Amy Kunen was impres-
sive as the nun who "just wants
to be a star." Her character was
solid and called for several dif-
ferent dancing styles, as Kunen
was required to dance both tap
and on point during several
numbers in the show. The ab-
surdity of the habit-wearing
ballerina was a picture well
framed by this talented per-
former.
Also convincing was Eliza-
beth Lombardi. Her character
was her strong point, and it was
built perfectly to deliver several
scenes very successfully. To
watch the straightlaced Mother
Superior trip out on drugs found
by Robert Anne was a sensa-
tionally performed comic bit.
Elizabeth Rhodes also won
the audience over with her
tough, street-wise character.
Despite a slightly unpredictable
New York accent, her character
The cast of Nunsense swept audiences away last week in Garmany Hall. •CATHERINE MITCHEU
was very solid, and her comic
deliveries were perfectly timed.
Katherine McWane deliv-
ered by far the most rousing
number of the show. She lifted
the audience as her voice filled
thehall with her performance of
"Holier Than Thou" in the final
moments of the show. Her char-
acter was also well developed,
and the rivalry between her and
the Mother Superior was por-
trayed with a cutting comic edge. '
Above all, what Nunsense
had to offer was talent. Each
member of this cast was able to
capture the essential elements
of their character and add to
them personal twists, thereby
bringing the show to a wonder-
fully comic and believable level.
The quality of the voices was
shocking, as each member of
the cast was able to deliver their
songs more powerfully than the
next; these women displayed
extraordinary vocal ability.
Here was a show, set in the
intimate space of Garmany Hall,
which should have reminded
any viewer of the nature of pro-
fessionalism. From the audience
interactions to the powerful,
moving voices, this cast set forth
to entertain and sweep its audi-
ence away into the slightly ri-
diculous world of the "Little
Sisters of Hoboken." They suc-
ceeded.
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Who says there's nothing to do around Hartford? Amidst
the towering insurance firms and national banks there lies
true entertainment for those seeking something a little be-
yond the ordinary.
Urban Masculinity
Real Ways Art gallery introduces an exhibit that takes on a
new perspective on the modern man. The focus lies on the
misunderstood and misrepresented "urban male." On televi-
sion, in the streets and at the movies, depictions of the urban
experience exist as fear inducing images, pop sales vehicles,
threat and inspiration. The artists in R. A.W.'s new exhibit draw
on their experience and observations of the public and private
arena in order to make sense of the tangled ideals and images of
modern society.
Contributors include Janet Henry, Dread Scott and Harvey
Pekar. Thepublicis invited to the exhibit's opening on February
4 from 5 to 7 p.m. at Real Art Ways gallery. Admission is free.
For more information, call 232-1006.
The "Other" Russia
The Gallery of Contemporary Art at Sacred Heart Univer-
sity will begin the New Year with a shinning photographic
exhibit entitled "Monuments and Memory: Reflections on the
Former Soviet Union."
The show is the compiled work of nine contemporary
photographers working in Russia, two of whom will attend the
opening and participate in accompanying events on campus
including a symposium on Saturday, February 12. The opening
of the exhibit is on Sunday, February 6, with a reception from 1
to 4 p.m. The show will stand at the Gallery of Contemporary
Art in Fairfield through March 10. For more information, call
Sophia Gevas at 365-7650.
"Double Concerto"
Brahams' rarely performed Double Concerto will be played
at Jorgensen Auditorium at the University of Connecticut this
Saturday, February 5 at 8 p.m. The Dresden Philharmonic
Orchestra with Philippe Entremont will unite with the talents of
violinist Cho-Liang Lin and Cellist Carter Brey to bring this
"spine-tingling'' and "haunfingly beautiful" piece to life along
with two other works, Weber's Oberon Overture sad Beethoven's
Symphony No, 7.
Auditions at BXL
The Boston University Tanglewood Institute and the Bos-
ton University School for the Arts has announced its regional
audition tour for the 1994 summer season and fall semester.
Through its Music Programs and the Tanglewood Institute,
Boston University School for the Arts provides musicians, of
college and high school age, professional music training year-
round. The School for the Arts combines the intensity of
conservatory training with the resources of a liberal arts educa-
tion. The Boston University Tanglewood Institute offers sum-
mer music programs for gifted high school and college age
musicians at Tanglewood, the internationally renowned sum-
mer home of the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Boston Auditions will be held on Friday, February 25 from
4 to 10 p.m. and Saturday the 26 from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. at Boston
University for the Arts, 855 Commonwealth Ave. in Boston. For
more information, write to the above address, or to schedule an
audition appointment, call 1-800-643-4796.
Lisa Steinman Reads
Lisa Steinman has been acknowledged as an outstanding
writer in more than, one genre. While her poetry has received
high honors, her book, "Made in America: Science, Technology
and American Modernist Poets," was selected as one of the
"outstanding academic books in 1989" and nominated for sev-
eral other prestigious awards.
Ms. Steinman's most recent book of poetry, "A Book of
Other Days," was published in 1993; her other poetry books are
"All That Comes To Light" and "Lost Poems." Her poetry has
had the honor of being anthologized and presented in several
different publications.
Steinman will be readingherpoetry on Thursday, February
3 at 4 p.m. in the Trinity Faculty Club.
...A look around town
for the culturally curious
Assassins A Grim And
Fascinating Success
BY C. CLIFTON FULLER
Senior Editor
When it comes to Stephen
Sondheim, one expects a musi-
cal with teeth. His dark and
timely vision has been show-
cased at Trinity College in the
past with grand stagings of Pa-
cific Overtures (which tackled
multicultural relationsbetween
Japan and the United States) and
Into the Woods (a primal subver-
her own history, via personal
confession or omniscient narra-
tion by the Balladeer (Daniel La
'95), the other members look
down upon them with jealo usy,
contempt, or even boredom.
Who says that, because they are
brothers and sisters, that they
have to like one another?
As the play progresses, the
strength of this initial concept is
not lost, due to the solid perfor-
mances of the cast. Assassins is
Assassins features the motley crew of men
and women in U.S. history who have at-
tempted and/or succeeded in assassinating a
President, and the spiritual and emotional
effect they have had (and still have) on the
country and its citizens.
sion of childhood fairy tales).
Once again, GeraldMoshelland
the Department of Music return
to Sondheim's imagination with
a sparkling production of the
little-seen and cutting edge mu-
sical Assassins (1991).
Assassins features the mot-
ley crew of men and women in
U.S. history who have attempted
and /or succeeded in assassinat-
ing a President, and the spiri-
tual and emotional effect they
have had (and still have) on the
country and its citizens. These
nine individuals are the ultimate
Sondheim ensemble, for they
; share a tight, twisted bond —-
one which transcends time and
space, and one which also de-
mythologizes the Mom and
Apple Pie right out of the
"American dream."
The musical begins in total
darkness, with a group of By-
standers (as the chorus) lit by
flashlights. Representing
Everyman, Every woman, and
the media, they chant "The
President'sbeenshot," and greet
the nine assassins as they take
the stage one at a time.
In the musical number
"Everybody's Got the Right,"
the Bystanders coax each assas-
sin and then arm them with pis-
tols before they take their place
in a loft eight feet above stage.
Last to appear is the "pioneer,"
John Wilkes Booth (Gideon
Pollach '96), who excuses him-
self and leaves at the end of the
song to shootPresident Lincoln.
The Bystanders simultaneously
mourn and exploit the tragedy
of presidential assassination.
It is the "Murderer's Row"
above the stage which is the
musical's most striking and in-
genious image. Here, John
Hinckley (Alex Johnston '96) can
ask for Lee Harvey Oswald's
(Tyler Booth '97) autograph or
Booth, an actor, can quote from
Death of a Salesman ("attention
must be paid," a critical subver-
sion of Arthur Miller's play).
This coexistence of impossible
times andplaces, the living with
the dead, the foreign with the
native, is resonant. Nine egos,
tragic childhoods, introverted
live s, and unstable mental states,
rubbing up against each other
like alley cats, are revealed in all
their complex similarities. As
each member of the "fraternity"
comes down and shares his or
more dramatic than o ther musi-
cals, and the players were able
to balance dark with light and
song with story perfectly.
Standout performances in-
clude Jenny Cross '96 and Kelli
Harrington '94 as Sara Jane
Moore and Lynette "Squeaky"
Fromme, the two women who
attempted and failed to kill
President Gerald Ford. They
are dedicated followers of fash-
ion, dysfunction, and Charles
Manson. Their characterization
is schizophrenic. They are chatty
Cathys on abus stopbench (slap-
stick, comedy) at first. They are
then able to turnand Ins till chill-
ing terror in the audience by
— not even as he talks with his
mouth full of ham sandwich and
sucks down a can of Yoo Hoo
and beer, emitting a huge belch.
His blue-collar outlook on
America is scathingly funny (as
is his plot to "assassinate" Rich-
ard Nixon — by crashing an
airliner into the White House).
The musical numbers are
poignant and entertaining.
Cases in point: the literal "gal-
iowshumor" of Charles Guiteau
(Josh Epstein '97) in "The Ballad
of Guiteau," as he is led to his
execution for the assassination
of President Garfield. Or "Gun
Song," in which Booth, Moore,
Guiteau, and Leon Czolgosz
(Peter Nigra '95)—the man who
shot William McKinley — sing
about their weapon of choice,
and how "all you have to do is
squeeze your little finger" to
"change the world." In "Unwor-
thy of Your Love,"Hinckleyand
Fromme outline the symme-
tries of their unhealthy obses-
sions — he with Jodie Foster,
she with Charles Manson.
It is the finale, however,
which explodes the concept of
"big finish" found in the tradi-
tional American musical. In it,
Lee Harvey Oswald, the most
infamous assassin in U.S. his-
tory, isfinallyintroduced. John
Wilkes Booth and the rest of the
assassins descend from their
perch above the stage and pre-
vent Oswald from committing
suicide, Then they,seduce,him,
leading him to the rifle and the
It is the finale, however, which explodes the
concept of the "big finish" found in the tradi-
tional American musical.
shooting atabucketof Kentucky
Fried Chicken with dog-whistle
shrieks of glee. Their time on
stage together culminates in an
hysterical comedy of errors
which features a cameo appear-
ance by Gerald Ford and the
ladies'botchedattemptatshoot-
inghim.
Greg Eisenhauer '95 also
turns in a solid performance as
Sam Byck, a crass, obscene,
Ralph Kramdenesque character
in a filthy Santa costume that
one cannot take one's eyes from
window of the Texas Book De-
pository which fatefully beck-
ons. "You're the one that's go-
ing to sum it all up and blow it
wide open," saysBooth. "You're
going to bring us back... this,
righthere,rightnow...is the real
conspiracy."
When Oswald complies
with his (and the assassins') fate
he is initiated into their coterie -
and the Bystandersreturn, snap-
ping souvenir photos of the anti-
heroes. It is a decidedly grim
and fascinating image.
What you already know
can change a life!
Ml over the world people need something you have. An education. Hav-
ing an education can gel people ]obs. It can change lives. If you have a
college education, you can became a WorldTcach volunteer, An a volunteer
for WorldTcach. you'll contribute your knowlege and skills to students who
need them. And you'll further you own educallon In way" you've never
imagined. Be a WorldTeach volunteer:
• live abroad
• Learn a new culture S language
• let WorldTeach defer your student loans
- Change your lire while changing others
orldTeach at C6m4°S-SS27
- . • • •S i ' CaH WorldTeach at C6m4°S-SS27
©WorldTeach
^q^^
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Stop! Or My Mom Will Shoot! —One Student's Commentary
BY MATT HENRY
Features Writer
My mother is a highly opin-
ionated, educated, and some-
what whimsical woman. She is
also moved by the liberties we
all have as Americans. I wasn't
very surprised then, when she
told me she had bought a hand-
gun.
I never really understood
America's gun craze until two
years ago. My mom knew an
ex-cop who was a gun collector.
I really wanted to go shooting,
so she called him up. We met
him, drove to an indoor range,
and from there, dear old mom
took over.
I admit that she was a little
nervous at first. I had already
tried out two different revolv-
ers, while she watched from the
back of the room.
She was tentative when she
fingered the .38 that was handed
gently to her. She aimed slowly
at the large police target and
squeezed out a round. Within
three seconds, the silhouette of
the figure on the paper had five
neat holes in the middle of its
chest. Mom had delivered a
nice six inch pattern at twenty
five yards with a snub-nosed .38
doms so much that it has choked
itself sucking on the bones left
after the feast.
It no longer seems a coin-
cidence that the U.S. is the
world's foremost producer of
motion pictures, rock and roll,
Mom had delivered a nice six inch pattern at
twenty five yards with a snub-nosed .38
special: no small feat.
special: no small feat.
Mom had never shot a gun
before that day. I suspect that
she had always wanted to deep
down. When she had her
chance, she shone. She had been
infected with the fever that is
American obsession with the
firearm.
I have heard an estimate
recently that there are three
times as many guns as there are
people in the United States. I
don't know if that is true, but it
seems indicative of the way our
country has indulged in its free-
andfirearms. We dramatize and
market the only things we know
how to sell, but damned if we
aren't going to sell them well,
My mom and step dad
spend every weekend at their
cabin, a hundred and fifty miles
outside of Salt Lake City. It's
nestled atop of a red rock pass
that overlooks a gorgeous val-
ley. Twohundredyearoldjuni-
pers are found around the prop-
erty. I haven't seen them, but
there are supposedly dinosaur
bones sticking out of a ridge on
the land opposite theirs. In a
REQUIRED
READING.
Get fhs credit ¥®y desenre-
wif h the GE Classic MasterCard.
9.9Q / The GE Classic MasterCard is the educated/ 0 choice for students looking for smart ways• to save, It offers one of the lowest APRsAPR you'll find on campus - 9.9%* variable APR
for the first year with a tow 16.9% variable APR thereafter.
That means that even if you're only able to pay the minimum
amount due, you'll pay just 9.9% on your outstanding balance.
NO ANNUAL FEE!
While other credit cards charge annual fees of $20 or more,
the GE Classic MasterCard has no annual fee. Frankly, we
don't see why you should pay just for putting our card in
your wallet.
This great offer could only come from
a team like GE Card Services and
MasterCard, GE Card Services is part
of one of the leading financial services
companies in the world. And MasterCard's the credit card
more widely accepted than any other on the planet. Together,
they provide you with unparalleled financial security.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS.
As a GE Classic MasterCard member, you're also entitled to
special discounts at many of your favorite stores. Through the
COLLEGE Master-Values™** program, you'll enjoy savings of
up to 40% on everything from CDs to travel
The Gi Classic itastorCanL An dyea td choke.
Look for an application on campus or in your mail.
It's required reading that can give you the credit you deserve.
'APR* shewn ai of I/Irt4 9.9% variable APfl app*M for the Tiro 12 b i % tvtles; after that a variable APft. which ai of l / l m was It. 9*. wiB app^ lo aft enisling and new balances Al any line, your me
wil mcreise to a variable APIS, wtiich as of 1/1/94 was 19.9% based on your detoquenrf. A n w r w n Trance. Charge of ISO wil apply al alt lirrei A cash advance fee o( IS* of the attance (mVwnun
ft and mawmun 530} wfll be chaijed hr eatncasli advance ' •
'*COH.EGE MasterVakjes n a product offered by MajierGvd vvhicli is subject to change and mav be disconifnoed at any tone. Certain lermt and conckiont apply
word, this place is God's coun-
try.
It is in the tranquility of this
place that my mother keeps her
gun. One would think she'd
keep it in her glove box or the
bedroom desk. Some would
even say that the best place for a
gun is near the front door. No,
mom keeps it under the cabin,
unloaded.
You see, I don't think she
could ever bring herself to shoot
anybody. I don't think mom
even thinks of herself as a gun
owner. She owns a gun simply
because she can. I suppose that
she's worried that if she doesn't
get one now, they might stop
letting people like her own them.
me a handgun for under fifty
bucks. He's not in a gang, and
he doesn't deal in anything. He
just lives in the city. He knows
who you have to know.
America was raised on war
movies and westerns. After
watching Sesame Street we
watched Looney Tootis, laughing
hysterically when Elmer Fudd
blew Daffy Duck's beak clean
off of his face. We loved the A-
Team and Battlestar Galactica.
It wasn't enough. Now we
have to watch the real stuff. We
watch Cops and Rescue 911. Our
news is sensationalized by A
Current Affair and Hard Copy.
We like our violence. We savor
every bullet, and tenderly la-
America was raised on war movies and west-
erns. After watching Sesame Street we
watched Looney Toons, laughing hysterically
when Elmer Fudd blew Daffy Duck's beak
clean off of his face. We loved the A Team and
Battlestar Galactica.
I recently told a friend that
my mother owned a handgun.
Their response: "Oh, great! Just
what we need, another person
with a gun. Doesn't it worry
you?" I'm not sure how you're
supposed to answer that.
I suppose I am worried that
there are a lot of people who
have guns. I guess I am worried
that some of those people will
kill you for your shoes. Am I
worried about my mother own-
ing a gun? No. That's like ask-
ing if I'm worried about my
guard dog having teeth. The
way I see it, there is one less gun
on the streets, in the hands of
someone who knows ho w to use
it.
Every couple of months in
New York you hear about an
effort by city police precincts to
get guns off of the streets. They
offer toys for guns, sports tick-
ets for guns, clothes for guns,
etc.
The trouble, as I see it, is
that law enforcement is unreal-
istic about the scope of this thing.
I know someone who can get
ment every spent shell.
To a kid in the city, packing
a gun is as natural as wearing T
shirts and blue jeans. Now any-
one can be a Wyatt Earp or Dirty
Harry or whatever. You can be
the new bad-ass in town for less
than the cost of a Super
Nintendo.
In a way, I really don't think
gun ownership has all that much
to do with the gun at all. It's
about power, and control, and
safety,andmaybeeventhatlittle
side of us that's attracted by
destruction.
Most of all, it's all about
respect. We like it. We want it.
We're going to get it, one way or
another.
I'm sort of proud of my
mom. She has her gun, and her
rights, and peace of mind. She
has joined the ranks of Ameri-
cans who have recognized their
love for guns. She won't kill
anybody. She will probably
never have to use it. I don't
know if there is any reason for
her to have it, but I still can't
think of one why she shouldn't.
Aldus
PageMaker
Do you know how
to use it?
If you do> The Tripod
needs your help!
From Saturdays until Mondays, The
Tripod could use extra assistance from
PageMaker competent individuals. For
Information, call Jim at x2979.
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Boots and Birks Save a Friendship & Solve Problems
BY BOOTS AND BIRKS
features 'Writers
Dear Boots and Birks,
Over Christinas vacation I met my
best friend's new boyfriend. He seemed
really nice and cares a lot for my friend.
I've heard her talk about him for about
six months and it is clear that she is really
in love with him.
I'm very happy for her because she
seems so thrilled. There is just one small
problem, I think he is absolutely boring
and I feel that this characteristic is rub-
bing off on my friend,
Over break she never wanted to go
out, even if all of our other friends were
going to a bar or party together.
When she wasn't spending time with
her boyfriend at his apartment (he's in
grad school and lives by himself), she
would stay in and "go to bed early." I
couldn't believe that my best friend who
used to always love a good time was
already beginning to "settle down."
It annoyed me at first but I tried to
ignore it; I figured this guy was just some
kind of weird phase because all of her
other boyfriends have been really fun
guys.
But the other night she called and
told me she and this dud are thinking of
getting engaged! I couldn'tbelieve it. He
is older and is definitely more ready to
commit. She said they are going to wait
until she graduates.
Regardless, I don't think he's right
for her, we're still so young and he's
aboutas interesting asabrickwall! Please
help me I don't know what to do!
Signed,
Baffled Best Friend
Dear Baffled,
It seems that you are in a very fragile
situation. While you are apparently only
looking out for your friend's best inter-
est, you must realize that she may be in
love with this dud, and as we all know
love can blind people.
You mustbe honest with your friend
and tell her exactly what you think about
her wedding plans. However, you must
be very tactful in what you say.
Tell her that you think she should
really consider what she is doing and
remind her that she still has a lot ahead of
her, as far as her career is concerned. Tell
her that she may be compromising many
of her own aspirations if she "settles
down" too quickly.
Basically, try to talk some sense to
her. Under no circumstances should you
directly attack her boyfriend. Do not tell
her that you think he's about as interest-
ing as a brick wall, for you will probably
only anger her and create tension be-
tween the two of you.
Remember that she may see quali-
ties in her boyfriend that you can't or
don't. Even though she is your best friend,
you are two very different individuals,
and you may not be looking for the same
qualities in a boyfriend.
People have a tendency to change
and maybe the two of you are growing in
separate directions. If she is becoming
incredibly boring and mellow there is
really nothing you can do except accept
her for who she is. This is the only way
you will be able to save your friendship.
Good Luck!
Boots and Birks
Write to
Box 1310
This Week's Amazing Question Is...
Who is Your Favorite Jackson and Why?
i rfCi is; .lATtifej
Hit %- ".
*>
Cliff Segil'96
"Bo Jackson 'cause Bo
knows everyone."
LizZalinger'96
"Michael, 'cause he's
rich and weird."
Tara Manuel '96
"LaToyaismyidoI!"
Julie Baker'94
Andrea Picott'94
"Why don't you do
what you do when
you did what
you did to me?"
Rich Dopaza '94
''Janet Jackson, 'cause
she's a babe!"
Ethan Mason '94
"Andrew Jackson
(seventh President of
the United States),
'cause he could do the
moonwalk."
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Political Correctness
Not Quite Dead
BY SHAKA ABRAHAM
Features Editor
In a recent issue of U.S. Neros and
World Report, society's undying obses-
sion with political correctness was fea-
tured, Here are just a few examples of
political correctness at its best:
"Dinosaurs Prefer Blonds"
A recent op-ed piece in the Boston
Globe accused Steven Spielberg, direc-
tor of Jurassic Park, of killing off black
characters and severely maiming a
dark-haired character, while all the
blonds miraculously survived the ter-
ror of the dinosaurs.
"Insensitive Traffic Signs"
Fearing that the town's "DEAD
END" streetsignsmightremind its citi-
zens of death, Longmont, Colorado,
proposed rtie following alternatives:
"DEFUNCT CONCLUSION" or "VI-
A13I F ACCEFS DrSCONTIXUr.D."
In addition, legislation in thus Lite
humans: God should openly be dis-
cussed as "Lover, Friend, Companion,
Partner."
"A Dancing Dominatrix?"
The Department of Performance
Studies at New York University has
set theibUowingqualificationsfor em-
ployment: specialization in either His-
panic/ American Indian Performance
or "genderedperformance.'drag, trans-
vestite performance and queer theo-
ries."
"Big Campus Thoughts"
Jack Benny's old radio program
has recently come under the scrutiny
of the" Journal of American History
which has accused Benny's program
of fostering a "homoerotic subtext."
An example used in the article claims
tha t the word "violets" implied homo-
sexxialitv by virtue of the fact that the
violet ib often associated wiLh lesbians
and gay men.
"L'uiversifies are Jikc Jell-o"
Fearing that the town's "DEAD END" street signs
might remind its citizens of death, Longmont, Colo-
rado, proposed the following alternatives: "DEFUNCT
CONCLUSlON"'or ''VIABLE ACCESS DISCON-
TINUED."
of Massachusetts has ordered thatin itb
concerted effort to avoid oifending re-
tarded children, insensitive "SLOW
H1LDREN" signs will summnril} be
replaced with "WATCH CHILDREN"
J. Donald SiJva, tenured professor
at the University of New Hampshire,
was brought up on sexual harassment
charges and eventually suspended df-
ter incorporating the following simile
in a class lecture: "Belly dancing is like
rn Uirky evwurtjj nwr hris outtafioJ a
number i»f people, particularly one gciy
writer who accused the neeklarc the
new Ken is weaj ing ciroundhfcneck a*
being ''genital-enhancing jewelry.''
"My r.il. Who Art In Heaven"
In aneffoit to eliminate references
in God in Jeivwh prayers which tune
sexist and dominant undertone. Rabbi
Alpcrt of Philadelphia encourages flu-
Jevcmt to retci U> Cod as "she" or
"queen." In addition. Rabbi Alpcrt
hopes Lo dimmish tht1 superior/mfc-
riorrelation <«iip between thedivinoand
and team nii'kname^haiebeen
by 1JC worrismiths. Hen1 are just a few
of the latest victims
The University of Mawachiibeth at
Amhcrst's mascot, "Minutomen," i.s, al-
legedly "too macho, whi to and violent."
The Auburn ''Senator" mascot is
guilty of the same implications.- "whi to,
male, couid be a plantation owner."
Kenneiaw Stale College's owl rnas-
co I, a " Hooter," was also tcirgfted by PC
wotdsmiths fonts vulgaiity and disre-
spect tor women.
THpodToplO
Top Ten Real Reasons Fraternities Will Shut Down
11) SGA isn't Greek.
10) Crow cashes a check at the Business Office written by
Tonya Harding. It bounces.
9) Bio professors receive grant to study new life forms
growing on PSi-U's basement floor.
8) Hall implicated in "Kegs for Hostages" scandal with Iran.
7) Administration discovers that Pike is running an after-
hours illicit daycare center.
6) Cleo is told Vietnam War is over; decides to follow The
Dead.
5) Tridelts seen pandering oh Allen Place.
4) AD brothers seen soliciting on Allen Place.
3) ConnPIRG blows whistle on C.F.C. buildup which
disintegrates ozone layer above Kappa house.
2) Sigma Nu exposed by Hartford health inspector; house
actually a breeding farm for Jimmy Dean sausages.
1) Elmo granted asylum to Greek expatriates.
Written by:
Otto, Boone, Flounder, Eric Stratton & Neidermeyer.
ConnPIRG Ready for Spring
BY STEPHANIE BOVEE
Features Writer
Some people might know all about
ConnPIRG. Some might know a little.
Others may be wondering what on earth
it is doing.
To put an end to all the questions,
ConnPIRG is a student directed, non-
profit organization that works on envi-
ronmental and consumer issues. In fact,
ConnPIRG has quite a busy semester
planned.
According to Vanessa Long, the cam-
pus organizer, the goals for this semester
are "to pass strong environmental legis-
lation, to educate the community around
homelessness and the environment and
mobilize the campus into creating social
change."
will be to evaluate how energy efficient
the Trinity campus in comparison to other
college campuses.
As far as environmental legislation
is concerned, ConnPIRG will be working
on a statewide "buy recycled" policy in
which all state agencies would be re-
quired to buy recycled paper and con-
form to packaging reform on paper and
plastic products.
Both acts of legislation are intended
to increase the markets for recycled ma-
terial.
On a national level, ConnPIRG will
be working with other chapters to pass
legislation to increase energy efficiency
and renewable resources as well as a
strengthened Endangered Species Act.
Some students are planning to go to
Washington D.C. for a national lobby
ConnPIRG hopes "to educate the community around
homelessness and the environment and mobilize the cam-
pus into creating social change."
The environmental campaigns
which are planned for the coming semes-
ter will culminate at Earth Day later in
the spring, Some noteworthy issues
which are to be addressed by ConnPIRG
are energy, species preservation and re-
cycling.
In addition, ConnPIRG will once
again be working on the Hunger and
Homelessness campaign this semester
and is already in the process of planning
the tenth annual Hunger Cleanup, which
will be held on April 16th.
ConnPIRG will also be sponsoring a
number of educational events which are
currently being planned for the semes-
ter. Among these programs will be an
evaluationofTrinity'srecyclingprogram
, \^tK,particular emphasis on push for
additional recycling bins in areas such as
Ihe library and dormitories.
An Energy Audit is also on
ConnPIRG's agenda for the spring se-
mester. The goal of the Energy Audit
day on February 11th, 1994.
A new project that ConnPIRG will
be working on is environmental educa-
tion in area Hartford schools. Stacie
Sylvester, ConnPIRG's education coor-
dinator, has stated the following regard-
ing environmental information in the
schools: "We are planning on going to
area pre-schools, as well as involving
Camp For Kids in its afterschool pro-
grams, on projects which deal with the
environment."
ConnPIRG hopes to generate in Trin-
ity students an interest in environmental
issues. Also, ConnPIRG would like to
include children, particularly those who
participate in Camp For Kids, in the Earth
Day festivities. "ConnPIRG has set high
goals for the semester," said Vanessa
Long, "The more people that get in-
volved, the more effective each person
can be. Student involvement and em-
powerment can only enhance an educa-
tional experience."
IF YOU WANT TO GET FROM
STUDENT
PARKING
TO
FACULTY
PARKING
START HERE
Want to teach? Consider independent (private) schools!
Over 450 independent schools have job openings every year and many seek the
energy and diversity of recent graduates to fill their positions.
IES is the only non-profit teacher placement organization, and there is jifi
cJiar££ to students!
For more information contact your career office or call
(800)257-5102
INDEPENDENT EDUCATIONAL SERVICES O53 NASSAU ST.- PRINCETON, NJ 08540 -(800) 237:5102. :
Email alTEACWESOAOLCOM
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New Executive Chef Excites Trinity Dining
BY SHARA ABRAHAM
Features Editor ~~
Aggravated by long lines at the Bis-
tro and the Cave? Fed up with those
same dinner rolls every night? Are you
just plain sick of
pasta....pasta...and then
maybe some more pasta?
Enter Jonathan Kraft,
Marriott Food Services
new executive chef, whose
culinary domain includes
Mather Dining Hall, the
Bistro and the Cave.
Kraft hails from the Culinary Insti-
tute of America, in Hyde Park, New York,
and brings to the Trinity dining experi-
ence a fresh touch and a new sense of life.
Marriott's newest addition senses
that in recent history Marriott Food Ser-
vices has not been known for its college
dining services. With the willingness
and combined efforts of Vijay Sharma
from high schpol in Poughkeepsie, New
York, Kraft worked at Skinner's, a local
hang-out for college students, where he
met a fellow chef doing a fellowship at
the Culinary Institute of America. Kraft
was convinced to take a tour of the school
and was instantly encour-
aged to attend.
However, prior to at-
tending the Culinary Insti-
tute of America, Kraft ven-
tured down South. Work-
ing at the South Seas
Plantation Resort on
Captiva Island, Kraft
expanded his culinary
expertise to include Caribbean-style
cooking as well as a number of Southern
"down-home" classics, which he learned
from fellow chefs.
After completing the two year pro-
gram at the Culinary Institute of America,
Kraft brought his tremendous culinary
talent back up the coast where he worked
With the willingness and combined efforts of Vijay
Sharma and the entire culinary staff, Kraft hopes to im-
prove Trinity College's dining and Marriott Food Ser-
vices' respective reputations.
and the entire culinary staff, Kraft hopes
to improve Trinity College's dining and
Marriott Food Services' respective repu-
tations.
Kraft's promotion to executive chef
at Trinity College is an indication of his
impressive resume. After graduating
at the renowned Ritz-Carlton Hotel in
New York City.
He also cooked at the Duquesne
Club, in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, which
is among the top ten business clubs in the
nation.
If such endeavors weren't dazzling
enough on his resume, Kraft also helped
open a Northern Italian restaurant called
PerFavore while hewas living and cook-
ing in Pittsburgh. He also served as sous-
night" specials— including grilled
swordfish and lobster (when in season.)
As for the Cave, suggestions have
beenmade to modify the exhausting lines
After completing the two year program at the Culinary
Institute of America, Kraft brought his tremendous culi-
nary talent back up the coast where he worked at the
renowned Ritz-Carlton Hotel in New York City.
chef at the Harvard Business School,
which marked Kraft's first job with
Marriott Food Services.
Clearly, Kraft brings a sense of class
to a dining experience which, to a
noteworthy percentage of
Trinity students, has been
less than fulfilling. Kraft
is optimistic and hopes to
"change the perception," He
has been meeting with the rest
of the executive staff of Marriott
Food Services in weekly discus-
sion groups, the goal of which has
been to combat the negative percep-
tion of college dining.
Though significant changes are
admittedly "still in the planning stages,"
Kraft assures that change is on the way!
Marriott has targeted Mather Hall as the
first to receive improvements to its reci-
pes and daily menus, with the vegetable
bar as its number one priority.
Among improvements discussed
were recipes for the stir-fry woks, a vari-
ety of dinner rolls, a more expansive
salad bar, and different Thursday "ticket
which students dread on a daily basis.
One noteworthy suggestion was the
implementation of hot slides similar to
those at McDonald's. Hopefully, this
would put an end to fee time-con-
suming self-order method.
According to Kraft, he and
the rest of the staff at Marriott are
optimistic concerning the effort to trans-
form Mather into a "showcase for Mar-
riott educational division."
Nonetheless, Kraft emphasizes
that he does not "claim to have all the
answers." He is more than welcome
to suggestions concerning any as-
pect of dining at Trinity.
Kraft clearly intends to direct all
his energies to improving the dining ex-
perience for Trinity students. As a reflec-
tion of his ambition and determination,
Kraft expressed that "basically I want to
add a fresh touch" to Trinity.
Skinner's, Kraft's first place of em-
ployment may, have shut down,b ut Kraft
is still thriving and is wholeheartedly
welcomed with open arms (and open
mouths) to Trinity's campus.
03 SUPSE81 SIOPe,S!1QP«
VIDEO
CENTER
NEWINHUI SUPER STOP & SHOP
44 Fenn Road
Newington, CT
i rSTIME
TO GET
BACK TO
THE BOOKS
and back to
your favorite
video store!
Check out the
movies released
while you were gone
. . .
• N O W S H O W I N G *
You'll sit back and laugh watching this zany
comedy starring Charlie Sheen.
© 1993 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation
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Up; When They're Down, They're Down
The Bantam Icemen trav-
eled to Babson and Holy Cross
this weekend to face two of me
in the " •" * =
1 /^J_1 LWV- l r**^* »^ *.•*%•» —
 f
ing well lately, a Trinity win
seemed possible in both these
games, which is something they
havenothad againsta team from
the East all season. Things cer-
tainly got on track early against
Babson as the Icemen stunnea
them 6-2 in front of a thousand
screaming Beavers.
Trinity started the scoring
early inthe first. Terry Long 97
received a pass from defender
Jordan Davis '95 and broke m
the Babson zone all alone. He
took a wrist shot which found
its way through the goaltender s
legs at the fifty-two second mark
in the first for a 1-0 Bantam lead.
The play continued up and
down the ice, with both teams
having ample opportunities to
score. Unfortunately for Trin-
ity, Babson struck twice, once
late in the first and again mid-
way through the second.
Instead of rattling them,
that second goal fired up the
Bantams. Before Babson knew
what had hit them, Trinity was
up 5-2 at the end of the second.
mark, Senior captain Chris
Golini backhanded a shot past
goalie making it 3-2 good
guys.
It was obvious that the
momentum had switched as the
Bants took a thousand fans right
out of the game with Golini's
goal. Trinity did not stop how-
ever. Remembering last week's
lesson that no game was over
until the final buzzer goes off,
learned when New England
College scored a last-second goal
against Trinity to force a tie, this
time the Bantams continued
their onslaught.
Monahanadded to thelead
at the thirteen minute mark with
a one-on-one move that beat the
Babson netminder. Then, one
minute later, Senior James
Stuart, blasted a shot from the
blue line that got deflected
straightto Bill Hogan '95. Hogan
did not wait to collect the puck,
butchosetoonetimeit. Theshot
flew past the Beaver goaltender
who had no chance to save it.
At the end of two, it was the
Bantams comfortably out in
front, 5-2.
That was all the Bantams
needed as Babson was unable to
find the back of the Trinity net
thanks to Mike Esposito '95, who
had 47 saves in a brilliant per-
formance. Trinity finished off
the Beavers with an open net
goal by Senior Todd Mills to
seal the 6-2 win.
In summary, Coach
Dunham andthe team were very
pleased. All aspects of the game
worked in the Bants' favor.
;o attending.
pads or tne goaltender. Long
crashed tile goal and stuck it
home.
At the thirteen minute
offense, which was able to score
four unanswered goals in five
short minutes. Looking at the
stars of the game, one would
Summer Undergraduate
Research Fellowships
are being offered by
NECUSE
New England Consortium for
Undergraduate Science Education
at
Amherst College, Bates College, Bowdoin
College, Brown University, Colby College,
Dartmouth College, Harvard University, College of
the Holy Cross, Middlebury College, Mount
Holyoke College, Smith College,1 Trinity College,
Wellesley College, Wesleyan University, Williams
College, and Yale University.
in the fields of
Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry, Computer
Science, Earth Science, Environmental Science,
Mathematics, Neuroscience, and Physics.
Stipend: $3,300
l,ist of Opportunities and Details of
Fellowships
are available in your
Science Departments and
Career Counseling Offices
Deadline for Applications is
Friday, February 11,1994.
have to consider Esposito, Long
(two goals and two assists) ,
Monahan (a goal and two as-
Coach Dunham and the players
gave the same response over and
over: "Not Much!" Perhaps a
Asked afterward what they had to say about
the game, Coach Dunham and the players
gave the same response: "Not Much!"
sists) and the entire defense.
This appeared to be a great
way to go into the team's next
contest at Holy Cross. How-
ever, Saturday night's perfor-
mance would not be the same as
Friday's. Asked afterward what
they had to say aboutthatgame,
bit tired from the night before,
Trinity came out looking flat.
The first two goals for Holy
Cross were on the power play in
the second period. The first was
shoved past Bantam goaltender
Jay Pinto '96 by Holy Cross'
speedy forward Jim Jensen.
Eight minutes later, the Crusad-
ers were on another power play
and again, Jensen found a way
to sneak one past Pinto. The
scoring was rounded out by
Holy Cross on a full strength
goal. No one scored in the third
and Trinity stumbled, 3-0.
On a bright note, Pinto had
36 saves and Trinity came out of
the weekend with a win. The
Bantams' record now stands at
4-8-2. This weekend, Bowdoin,
the top ranked team in Trinity's
division, and Colby, the second
ranked team, will come to
Kingswood.
John Donohue '94 takes the plunge in their win against Wheaton. KATHERINE MITCHELL
s Make Team Win Possible
continued from page 20
Coach McPhee also thought
Stephanie Cope '94 had a great
day. "A couple of people had
outstanding days," McPhee
said. "1 thought Stephanie Cope
winning 400 TM with an out-
standing time of 5:07.22 and her
time in the 200 breast was ex-
tremely fine with aperformance
of. 2:45.68."
Beth Downer '95 had some
good swims, taking first in the
200 freestyle with a 2:12.23 time
and placing second in the 500
freestyle atatime of 5:57.87 while
her teammate Kim Aquilar '94
took the win with a 5:48.69.
Aquilar also sported the best
time, 1:05.52, in her speciality
event, the 100 fly.
The 200 freestyle relay fin-
ished off this outstanding meet
with the Bants placing 1st and
2nd. The win was taken by the
team of Natascha Kontny '94,
Alyson Guild '97, Cheryl
Buchanan 95', and Giarratano
with a time of 1:48.44 and not far
. behind were Joanna McKeique
'97, Molly Modzelewski '97,
Courtney Hadly '97, and
Amanda Johnson '94 with their
team time of 1:56.30.
The women dived extraor-
dinarily well, getting a total of
31 points in their events. Lisa
Bartley '97, Shara Abraham '96,
Julie Mancuso '96, and Sue
Church '97 finished 1,2,3, and 4
respectively in the 1 meter com-
petition.
The 3 meter was taken by a
surprised Abraham with a score
of 168.2 and close behind was
Bartley with a total of 164.7. The
ladies won 10 of the 12 events
and never felt threatened the
whole afternoon.
During the week, the men's
team had been plagued by ill-
ness and injury, so they were
glad to come out on top. The
men started out slow, but came
out winning 8 of the 12 events.
Jared Von Arx '95 had a supe-
rior day taking 1st in the 200
freestyle and 2nd in the 500
freestyle while Jeb Gutelius '96
took two second places, in the
mented on the days events,
"Even with the illnesses going
around we had some good solid
swims today. Wheaton is grow-
ingf ast. They have 11 new fresh-
man this year so this meet was a
lot more challenging than in past
years.
The team was down a bit
this week due to the flu going
First place honors went to Dave McFarland
'97 who out-swam the upperclassmen in the
50 freestyle with a time of 23.28. Luke
McCarthy '94 took first diving events....
200 freestyle and 200 back. First
place honors went to Dave
McFarland '97 who out-swam
the upperclassmen in the 50
freestyle with a time of 23.28.
Luke McCarthy '94 took first
diving events, giving 18 points
to the meet, and Jeff Pennington
'95 won the 100 freestyle with a
time of 50.92.
The last event of the after-
noon, the 200 freestyle relay, was
taken by the Bantams with an
unofficial time of 1:35.75. The
winning squad included
Gutelius, T Appleton '95, Tav
Fitzpatrick '97, and McFarland.
Jeff Pennington com-
around and the loss of Eric Gra-
ham '96, backstroker and relay
swimmer, to a broken hand, so
we were happy with the win
today." /
A special congratulations
from the Trinity community is
due for Justin Jarvis, freshman
diver who has qualified for the
Nationals. The Bantams are
proud to have this Meriden, CT
high-school standout aboard
and wish him luck in March.
The season continues when
the men and. the women host
Connecticut College next Satur-
day February 5th at 1:00pm in
Ferris Athletic center.
• Jamaica
• South Padre Island
• Bahamas
• Daytona/Key West1150 • Reduced/no cover club admission
Fre t • Express entry • Free/reduced drinks
Mexico Maglco
Tequila Rock
laBoom
Fa| Tuesdays
Sefior Frogs
Carlos 'n Charlies
800-7868735 at 808-3288747 CAUTOMYI
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BY PETER RHQADS
Sports Writer
Traveling down a bleak
highway in an uncomfortable
yellow bus and looking out over
a gray panorama hardly sounds
inviting. Yet, to the travelers,
there is no place they would
rather be. The Trinity College
wrestling team ignores its sur-
roundings, looking only to its
destination: the Wesleyan Du-
els tournament.
In a competitive tourna-
ment, and with the recent up-
grade in schedule, Trinity found
themselves battling the number
one and seven teams in thecoun-
try. Although the competition
was impressive, Trinity gave up
eighteen points because they
had to forfeit 3 matches in each
competition due to lack of wres-
tlers. As a result, the team took
seventh in the tournament.
The Bantams closest tour-
nament competitor proved to
be Norwich College, and their
best wrestling performances
were against opponents from
this school. The most notable of
theteam'sfourteen tournament
matches was Junior Tucker
MacLean's bout. The tri-
captain's number three ranked
Norwich opponent is one of the
best in the country. Although
the match could have been close,
but in the second and third
MacLean was able to pick up
back points and win by a ten
point margin. Junior Jake
Shaw's Norwich match was im-
seventh overall, there were some
notable highlights. Tucker
MacLean '95 kept his unbeaten
streak intact with a victory over
his Keane State opponent, who
has recently won the New York
In the words of Junior Tucker MacLean,
"Tuesdays match should be an intensely
competitive match."
pressive as well, as he rolled to
convincing victory over a very
skilled opponent. In losing to
Norwich, Trinity kept the score
close, but lo st some key matches
by a slim margin.
Although the team placed
regionals.
Tri-captain Adam Dunn
split his two matches in an im-
pressive display of power.
Vassily Eliopoluos '96 upset a
great WPI wrestler, who placed
in New England's last year, and
freshman Ray Jones also
wrestled well.
The team looks to learn
from its tough competition and
to apply that knowledge to the
Wesleyanmatchnextweek. This
historic rivalry has everyone on
the team excited for Tuesday's
prospects. Although there has
been some bad blood between
the two teams, there is always
good wrestling. In the words of
MacLean, "Tuesdays match
should be an intensely competi-
tive match."
Trinity wrestles Wesleyan
away at 7:30 on Tuesday and
Coast Guard at Home at 7:00 on
Thursday.
Trinity Track Shows Sure Signs of Success Ahead
DAVE SPECTOR
Sports Writer
The Trinity Track team has
had a busy week. The team
competed in the Brandies Uni-
versity Invitational on Saturday,
placing secondforbothmen and
women. The Bantams then took
part in the Southern Connecti-
cut College invitational, and
competed in the Wesleyan Uni-
versity Invitational placing third
for both men and women. These
impressive performances show
thnt the track team is looking
strong and should have a suc-
cessful season.
Some of the noticeable per-
formances occurred at the Wes-
leyan Invitational with indi-
viduals qualifying for the up-
coming New England's. The
women's 4x200 team placed a
superb 1st place, coming in 4
seconds ahead of the competi-
tion. MichelleMiller'97 came in
a close second in the 55 meter
hurdles.
Senior Lisa Michelizza de-
stroyed her competition in the
hammer with a throw of almost
Crucial Points Savs Trinity
ri nmuta from pa?? ni>
to !^o. I'1'-' •• HIUVJ tliini'eli
Hu' It"'".1 lor a la\ up, tliii"- be-
coming the fifteenth playei m
history to hit the nullen-
>mb). The game
i\ -is slopped Jnd the milestone
iesponded withn standingo v .s-
lion. lones then proceeded to
v.nd tliu wiring wiln j thunder-
,nis dunk, and finished with 19
points m the 17 point Bantam
victory. The Senior co-captain
no w 15th on the A l\- time scor-
ing list, and needs lf» hit just
over 1,100 before seasons end
in order to break the top JO.
Ken Abere holds the record for
caieer pomts at Trinity with
1816.
Not to be overlooked as
keys to Trimtj's win ate Wolft
{7-U shooting, gams, high 20
poi nt-sj; Sem o t Greg Haffnar (*>-
7 from the floor, 10 pomts), and
Seniw Steffan Torfilinson's
spark and solid defense off the
bench (5 points, 5 assists).
On Saturday, Trinity faav-
eled to Connecticut College,
which had won only three
thVs all ve.ir going in, bul
nonetheless worried
Ogrodnick. "This team is
good," he said, "They hn«tlly
have a full squad after losing
«*omc jplajers tnst semester.
They can rcall y shoot the thi ce."
The coach's fears were un-
founded, however, as Trinity
ran away and hid from the Cam-
els, taking adv a ntage of a major
height rm&mafrh inside—the
Camels' tallest player was Wl".
while the Bantams played thi ee
men over 6'5".
Trniifv bolted to an earlv
lead, which they would never
:uiiiiijdish, After the Bantams
opened a <*-\ margin. Conn
closed to v\ilhin 11-8. the clos-
rsi lhe\ would getm thi. gaiiiC.
Bul Trinitv was able to exploit
the soft {Tamil /oni- and look,
-Il-.V lead into thcbie.?i Muo
ol the Rnntam s '-u^ciiss v,as
lliuir ability to achieie good
in •side-outside, balance TJiei
twin towers of Jones and
Haffne.1 scored 10 points each
in the half, and forced the de-
lense to collapse which lelt
Wolft open for a c oupli of thrt e
poin ters- on his w ay to a 10 po in I
half as well.
The second half of the
game was a bit slpppy, with
each team basically trading bas-
keK Trinity's lead grew as
large as 16, and Conn eventu-
ally cut it to 9, but for the most
part die Bantams held the Cam-
els at an arms length and
cupited foi much of the game s
final twenty minutes. The Ban-
tams were led by Jones, who
finished with a game high 21
points, as well at 10 rebounds
Dane A ikon f<*3 also added a
double-double scoring 10 and
grabbing 11 boards, mostly tin
the offensive glim. Haffherwas
good for 14, as Trinity won its
4th NESCAC game in a row.
"We aie a vtiv confident
team right now,'' said
Ogrodniok after Saturday's
game. "We can't let that woik
against us, however, and we
mifsl stay focused for the rest
of the season."
Xext up fc>r the Bantams
are three home games this
week- Clark on Tuesday, then
Bates and Bowdpin on the
weekend. Trinity needs, to de-
fend the home court, something
fheyhaven'thadtoworryabuut
yet. Impressively, nine of the
thi i teen w ins in the streak have
come on the road-tht mark of
a solid learn. Oguidnick felt in
the pie&eason tlwt the key to
this yeai would be v.inning
j.\\ay from Costing G>m, JS
Trinity pl.iyed U of Us first 32
on the road
14 feet further than anyone else
and took a commendable fourth
in the shot put.
In the men's competition
there were also some corrunend-
able performances. Joe
DeAngelis '97 was able to take a
Modeste '94 coming in a very
close second. John Karp came
in a strong third in the 55 meter
dash with Anthony Ruecco in a
close fifth.
In the men's shot put, Joe
Cerrito '97 came in a close sec-
This year's team is still young and appears
to be strong. We should see impressive re-
sults from future...
fourth place in the Hammer to
score for Trinity. In the 400,
Shawn Marshall'96 took a close
fourth while placing a superb
second in the 200. In the 500, It
was obvious that Trinity was
dominant with Tom McDavitt
'95 taking first and Clyde
ond followed by Matt Bare who
placedanimpressivefifth. Trin-
ity also showed dominance in
the 55 meter dash with Michelle
Stone '95 placing first, Miller in
second and Ebony Roundtree
'97 coming in a close third.
Katharine Phelan '96 was able
to pull off an impressive third in
the 800. Steve Harding '94 de-
stroyed the competition in the
5000 meter by taking a domi-
nant first place. In the relays,
the men managed to take a sec-
ond in the 4x400 and a third in
the 4x800. Congratulations to
all the athletes on their perfor-
mances.
With the team's returning
upperclassmen, the Bantams
have been able to continue to
improve and strengthen while
they havebeen able to grow with
the incoming freshman. This
year's team is still young and
appears to be strong. We should
see impressive results from fu-
ture competition throughout the
upcoming season.
Hey, you don't
need a Harvard degree
to ski for less at Stratton.
Just a college ID? Present
it at any Stratton ticket
window and you can ski
for $10 off any Sunday
thru Friday! ($5 off
Saturdays and holidays.)
So, c'mon, do the ski
thing, and get 92 mind-
bending trails, a speedy
57-cabin gondola and all
the downhill your brain
can take! Heck, with
great savings like, this,
you can ski all year and
not be a poor student.
* Must \K 25 years of ago or less,
with other supporting I.D. (license).
Sfattcm
VERMONT
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Squash To Battle Ephs
Ths Men's Bqmsh team pat the % hurt
-CoU ttus past week arsd also dished
soitie punisSHHenJ to fch« rtem Quaker*
i*WJe 6alKagtoF&Moft Saturday, 4*5. Come
•u(r sad v?aith Trinity to fltci soate p<to on thtf
this &*iu«% at Ferns,
Women's Basketball Team Prepares
continued from page 20 Angie] off the boards."
the Bantams were able to con-
trol the rebound, they quickly
called time-out. The clock
showed thirteen seconds.
On the ensuing ln-bounds
near the foul line, took a step
"into thepaint, and was fouled in
the act of shooting. As the six-
footer from New York City
stepped to the free-throw line,
Wesleyart Coach Kate Mullen,
in an apparent attempt to "ice"
Armstrong, called time-out.
Pine did her best not to a
great line. She's our best funda-
mental rebounder, and did a
great job of keeping the Palmers
[Wesieyan twins Allison and
The team continued their
winning ways Saturday evening
in New London, CT, as they
defeated Connecticut College
77-68, outscoring the Camels 44-
stayed hot, hitting four 3-poiht-
ers en route to a 20-point night,
but Hadfield captured team-
high honors with 23. Freshman
Susan Dinklage added 16.
Trinity has a busy week
ahead, as it plays three home
games. The Bantams face Clark
University tonight at 6:00, fol-
lowed by Bates Friday at 6:00
PM and Bowdoin at 1:00 PM
Saturday. All three games will
take place at Oosting Gym.
219 New Britain Avenue
Hartford, CT
203-547-0263
Your Package Store.
\
We have served you for the past 18 years.
We will continue to serve you for the next 100.
Women's Squash Tours The Ivys
BY COURTNEY DANN
Sports Writer
In the last two weeks, Trin-
ity Women's squash has had a
very busy schedule playing
three Ivy Leagues: Yale,
Dartmouth, and Princeton. The
results were mixed.
Trinity Women's squash
had an outstanding season last
year as they finished second in
the United States Women's
Squash Racquets Association
rankings. However, so far in
their season they have lost to
Harvard 9-0, who is the power-
house of the league and beaten
University of Pennsylvania
soundly with the score of 8-1.
In the last two weeks Trin-
ity has unfortunately lostits spot
as the number two team in the
nation because of to Yale and
Princeton. On January 19th,
Trinity traveled to New Haven
to battle the Bulldogs. The Ban-
tams were not able to repeat
their performance from last year
when they won 7-2, but instead
fell 6-3 to Yale.
Mary Tyler '94, Courtney
Darin '95 and Katie Reifenheiser
'97 were the three victors. Tyler
and Reifenheiser both won in
four out of five games and both
played mentally strong squash
matches. Dann, returning from
a semester away, initially started
out a little slowly, but regained
her composure to win the match
in five games with game scores
of 6-9, 10-8, 5-9, 9-5, and 9-1.
There was great squash played
by all members of the team, but
unfortunately ftie team was un-
able to win two more vital
matches.
Dartmouth, which was also
away, was a strong win for the
Lady Bantams. The team easy
destroyed the Big Green 8-1. "It
was a great match to play in and
watch because the team was re-
ally playing well and it is al-
ways nice to beat an Ivy League
so easily," said co-captain Kate
Whitmore '95.
Unfortunately, Princeton
did not follow the same format.
After a long van ride, the Lady
Bantams tried their best to rally,
far this season. They have really
adjusted well to the new softball
game and have made vast im-
provements individually and as
a team.
I was disappointed for the
women when we lost to Yale
and Princeton because the team
was really psyched to win and
had worked hard. But I am look-
ing forward to the Howe Cup in
February when will have an-
other chance to play Harvard,
Princeton, and Yale.
The team gained a lot of
valuable softball skills on our
"[Trinity] really showed our talent and deter-
mination this weekend at Princeton, so it was
really a disappointing loss. I think we can
improve our score when we meet Princeton
again at the Women's Howe Cup Tournament
at the end of February,"
but fell victim to the extremely
strong Princeton squad.
The match score was 9-0.
The lady Tigers had amazing
depth and talent this year, which
will make them a force to reckon
with when they play Harvard
and Yale. "The team really
showed our talent and determi-
nation this weekend at
Princeton, so it was really a dis-
appointing loss. I think we can
improve our score when we
meet Princeton again at the
Women's Howe Cup Tourna-
ment at the end of February,"
said co-captain Mary Tyler.
"I am quite pleased with
the progression of the team so
trip to Bermuda over Christmas
break. With a little more focus
and sharpening of our skills, we
will be a strong team at the Howe
Cup," said Coach Wendy
Bartlett.
At this point in the season,
the team's record is three losses
and two wins, but it is still early.
Trinity has played its toughest
competition early on and looks
forward to boosting its record
with the Lady Bantam's upcom-
ing matches. This weekend the
Lady Bantams play Williams
and Tufts at home at 9:30am. It
is early, but the women's' squash
team would really appieciate
your support!
d2©im<em Mew
Comparative
Health
Policy
A six-credit traveling seminar
studying health care systems
and international issues in
England, Scandinavia,
Switzerland,
and the United States
June 13 -July 8, 1994
for information contact;
Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, N¥ 13244-4170
(315) 443-9420/9421
Sports Savvy
1. What professional athlete had his number retired this Sunday?
2. Emmit Smith's 2 touchdowns last Sunday give him a career total
of 3 Super Bowl rushing touchdowns. What is the record ?
3. What team was Wilt Chamberlain playing for whenhe scored 100
points in a single game?
4. What country is Hakeem Olajuwon originally from?
5. How many umpires handle a regular-season season major-
league baseball game?
6. What year was the first Super Bowl?
7. What country has won the most Olympic gold medals in hockey?
8. What is the women's tennis equivalent of the of Davis cup?
9. What NFL team was named for its first coach?
10. What sport features the fastest moving ball?
FW-M '01
SUMOjg piIB{3A9Q "6
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Gome Support Trinity Athletics
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 1 SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 5
Men's Basketball vs. Clark HOME @ 8:00 pm
Women's B-ball vs. Clark HOME @ 6:00 pm
Wrestling vs. Wesleyan away at 7:30
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4
Men's Squash vs. Wesleyan HOME @ 7:00 pm
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3
Wrestling vs. Coast Guard HOME @ 7:00 pm
Men's Squash vs. Williams (JV) HOME
@ 4:00 pm
Hockey vs: Colby HOME @ 7:30 pm
Wm's B-ball vs Bates HOME @ 6:00 pm
Men's B-ball vs Bates Home @ 8:00 pm
Men's /Wm's Track at Connecticut.
Invitationals @Wes 11:00
Hockey vs. Bowdoin HOME @ 3:30 pm
Wm's Basketball vs Bowdoin HOME ©
6pm ..
Men's Basketball vs Bowdoin HOME @
. 8pm ' ' •
Men's /Wm's Swimming Home @ lpm
Women's Squash vs. Williams &Tufts
Home @ 1:00
Dave Jones '94
Last Wednesday night, men's basketball co-captain Dave
I Jones became the second Trinity basketball player this semester to
I surpass the 1000 career point mark, joining women's team co-captain
I Jen Hadfield, who reached that mark on January 20th. The 6'6" center
1 from Windsor, CT. converted a layup in the final minutes of the
Bantams' win over W.P.I. that put him over the mark and made him
the 15th man in Trinity history to reach 1000 points. After the game
was temporarily halted to honor Jones' achievement, he returned to
the court and punctuated the victory with a thunderous dunk at the
final buzzer. Jones has been one of the key reasons that this year's
Bantams are enjoying a 13-game winning streak and fifth-place rank-
ing in New England. Congratulations, Dave, for your 1000th point
and good luck as you try to lead the Bantams to the playoffs.
[Tuesday; $3.50 Pitcher Night
Remember Three Things
What Should Marty's Message to the Class of '94 Be?
Entries 40 characters or less. Deadline April 4th. Winner
Gets a Keg.
Anyone who can get 2 tix to Letterman
for May 4th Contact Marty.
Reward substantial and negotiable.
Class of '94: 94 Days Till Graduation
Coming Soon.
#1 in Connecticut: Bants Top Cardinals & Camels
BY MARK MENTONE
Sports Writer
Near the end of clo se games,
especially against traditional ri-
vals, athletic coaches often look
to their veteran players to per-
form at a higher level and lead
the team to victory. Trinity
Women's Basketball Coach
Maureen Pine got just that out
Armstrong added nine points,
seven rebounds and four
blocked shots.
"The Seniors have done a
ond half to knot the game at 34-
34. That run would set the stage
for an exciting final seventeen
minutes of basketball, during
"The Seniors have done a great job all year,"
said Pine afterward. "They kept the team
together when we lost early.
of her Seniors last Thursday
nightas her squad defeated arch-
rival Wesleyan 58-57atTrinity's
Ray Oosting Gymnasium.
The team's two Seniors, co-
captains Jen Hadfield and Kate
Armstrong, made four of six free
throws in the final 2:36, includ-
ing Armstrong's game winner
with only five ticks remaining.
The victory was Trinity's fourth
in a row, bringing the team's
record to 8-5 overall. The Cardi-
nals dropped to 6-6.
In all, Hadfield netted 13
p oints and nine reb ounds, while
great job all year," said Pine af-
terward. "They kept the team
togetherwhen welostearly. Jen,
who made Second-Team All-
New England last year, has done
a great job again, and Kate has
stepped up her play this year, in
addition to being a great vocal
leader. I was thrilled for them
after the game."
The game's first half was
dominated by runs. The Ban-
tams answered a five-minute 14-
2 Wesleyan surge early in the
half with a 20-4 run of their own
for the next seven minutes. A
late 3-point field goal by B.J,
Toolan '95, whose 18 points and
six steals were both team highs,
gave Trinity a 34-26 halftime
lead.
Wesleyan quickly scored
the first eight points of the sec-
Keith Wolff '95 goes up for a layup. KATHERINE MITCHELL
Sickness Not Enough To
Stop Bantam Swimmers
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer
The Bantamswimmers and
divers really showed their stuff
last Saturday at their home meet
against Wheaton. After a week
of tough practices that almost
half of the team members could
not attend due to illness, each
team performed better titan ex-
pected as both the men and the
women came out winners. In
thebackofthemindsofallofthe
swimmers and divers are next
month's New England's as well
as their small handful of meets
coming up.
The women's meet score
was 119-87 as the Bantams re-
ally taking charge. They led
from the second event on with
the help of very solid swimming
from all members. Freshman
Lisa Giarratano swam her per-
sonal best in the 50 freestyle with
a time of 26.57 seconds and she
also won the 100 freestyle with a
speedy finish of 58.79.
"I was surprised that I
swam my best time today,"
Giarratano said. "I am looking
forward to the New Englands
and I think the season is going
very well for us."
please turn to page 16
which neither team held a lead
of more than two points.
The second half, which saw
the lead change hands six times
and the score tied on thirteen
different occasions, culminated
with the following sequence of
events: Hadfield made two free
throws to tie the game for the
last time at 57-57 with 1:24 to
play in regulation. On the ensu-
ing Cardinal possession,
Trinity's Sue Lally '96 stole a
Wesleyan pass, but Toolan
missed a 3-point attempt at the
other end of the floor. Wesleyan
followed by turning the ball over
in its back court, but Armstrong
was unsuccessful on a 3-pointer.
With time running down,
Wesleyan's Cynthia Brown
missed a jump shot, and when
please turn to page 18
BEN KADLECJen Hadfield takes Trinity Women's Basketball
to a new height against Wesleyan. The final score was 58-57.
Bants Get #13
Sports Writer
The Trinity men's basket-
ball team won again this week.
While this simple statement is
beginning to sound like a bro-
ken record, the monotony has
become sweet music to coach
StanOgrodnick'sears. TheBan-
tams now stand at 13-2 and are
ranked 5th in the northeast re-
gion afterrunning their winning
streak to thirteen by beating
Connecticut College 69-54 in
New London on Saturday. Trin-
ity had made it an even dozen in
a rowearlier in the week, pound-
ing W.P.I. 88-71 in a game in
which senior Dave Jones
eclipsed the 1,000 point mark
for his career.
The winning streak is tied
for the second longest in school
history with the 1983-84 squad,
which won its first thirteen
games of the season. The all-
tive wins is sixteen, set over the
course of two seasons in 1985-
86, '86-'87. Of course, all of this
winning is nothing new to
Ogrodnick, who has been coach
for the five longest Trinity
streaks ever since his arrival in
1981. Ogrodnick also had runs
of twelve in a row in '88-'89 and
'82-'83, in addition to the three
previously listed.
In the game against W.P.I,
last Wednesday, Trinity
struggled to shake the pesky
Engineers until midway
through the second half. The
Bantams bolted out to an early
26-13 lead, thanks to the hot
shooting of Keith Wolff'95. But
a 12-0 run pulled W.P.I, within
one before trinity countered
with a 10-5 run to take a 36-30
lead into halftime.
The Bantams played an ag-
gressive man to man defense
which forced the Engineers into
able to convert into easy transi-
tion baskets thanks in large part
to some excellent passing by
point guard Troy McKelvin '96
who finished with six assists.
Men's Basketball
Record:
13 vvins-2 loses
Yet just as the Bantams be-
gan to get comfortable with a
lead in the second half, W.P.I,
was back chomping at the bit,
and tied the game at 42 with
fifteen minutes to play. But
McKelvin, who had ten points,
hit two free throws to break the
tie, and Trinity was able to build
and maintainadouble digitlead
the rest of the way.
The most important basket
of the game, however, came af-
ter the outcome was already
decided. With under two min-
please turn to page 17
ty s men and women swimmers take to the water against Wheaton
last Saturday. Trinity sustained a win through many sicknesses and adversitties.
KATHERINE MITCHELL
